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Baghdad-Erbil showdown
generates new dangers for Iraq
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

A

showdown between the
central government in
Baghdad and the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) in Erbil has
generated a new set of dangers for
Iraq, just as the country’s army and
military allies edge closer to defeating the Islamic State (ISIS).
Iraqi forces, backed by the predominately Shia Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) militias, have
retaken most of the areas that had
been under Kurdish peshmerga
control since 2014, most notably
the oil-rich, multi-ethnic city of
Kirkuk.
Peshmerga fighters either fled or
voluntarily handed over control to
federal forces as part of a deal with
Baghdad in most cases but instances of chaos and clashes continue.
Tensions between Baghdad and
Erbil mounted after KRG President Masoud Barzani went ahead
with an independence referendum
for Iraq’s Kurdistan, plunging the
country into further division and
instability.
The fallout has allowed Iran,
which wields great influence on
many Shia and Kurdish politicians
in Iraq, to play a greater role in
shaping events. Tehran’s role is illustrated by reports of mediations
brokered by Iranian Major-General
Qassem Soleimani, commander of
Iran’s al-Quds force.
Prior to the referendum, key
Shia politicians distanced themselves from Iran and considered
forming political alliances with
secular, Sunni and Kurdish politicians. Now, Iran, which opposed
the referendum, is being touted as
the country that preserved Iraq’s
territorial integrity.
As Iran’s role increases, the United States seems to be helplessly
playing catch-up while events unfold beyond its control. US national
security adviser H.R. McMaster

Perilous road. A member of the Kurdish peshmerga fighters gestures, north of Kirkuk, on October 19. 				
said he warned Barzani that the
referendum may benefit Iran and
is ill-timed but the Kurdish leader
went ahead with it.
Iraqi forces are readying to
launch the final assault against ISIS
militants in Anbar province but analysts said they fear developments
might offer a second life to ISIS or
create conditions for similar jihadist groups to emerge. The tensions
and future clashes between Iraqi
forces and peshmerga fighters
could allow ISIS — their common
enemy — to resurface elsewhere.
There are also fears that a Kurd-

ish civil war could break out as
the northern region’s main rivals
— the Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP) and Patriotic Union of Kurd-

As Iran’s role
increases, the
United States seems
to be helplessly
playing catch-up
while events unfold
beyond its control.

istan (PUK) — accuse each other of
treason and responsibility for the
region’s woes. Most peshmerga
fighters are loyal to one faction or
the other.
The two sides were embroiled in
a civil war from 1994-97, when the
region was split between the KDP,
which controlled Erbil and Dohuk,
and the PUK, which controlled Sulaimaniyah. Today, commentators
are talking about the possibility of
two regional administrations replacing the KDP-dominated KRG.
The KRG’s cancellation of Kurdish parliamentary and presidential

(Reuters)

elections, which had been scheduled for November 1, is likely to inflame tensions among the region’s
Kurds. The Gorran Movement
(Movement for Change) supporters
are most likely to be affected. The
party has the second largest number of seats in parliament, after the
KDP, but no peshmerga fighters are
loyal to it or its top officials.
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy
Managing Editor and Online
Editor of The Arab Weekly.
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In Syria, emblematic ISIS capital falls but painful memories linger
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

R

aqqa, the so-called capital of the Islamic State
(ISIS), has fallen to the USbacked and Kurdish-led
Syrian Democratic Forces

(SDF).
On October 17, the last of the
group’s jihadist fighters clung to the
blood-stained rubble of what remained of their disintegrating capital. Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported that the city’s hospital stood
eerily silent, its entrance marked
by swarming flies and two rotting
corpses. One wore what SDF fighters
said was an explosive belt.
Returning to Raqqa’s national

stadium, another SDF fighter revisited the room where he had been
held prisoner for seven days, along
with 35 other men accused of breaking ISIS’s strict conservative rules.
Standing in silence as he looked into
the dark corridor, he mumbled to
AFP journalists, “This is where they
humiliated us. They humiliated us
civilians.”
In another cell, a handwritten
message scrawled in black marker
on the wall read: “God save us. God
help us.”

Raqqa’s fate is likely to
be more closely tied to
the patchwork quilt of
competing fiefdoms
that comprise
contemporary Syria.

Despite their unfurling of a giant banner of jailed PKK leader
Abdullah Ocalan in Raqqa’s central square on October 19, the SDF
sensitive to the Sunni Arab population’s tribal character, have been
keen to place the local population
at the centre of their plans, incorporating the populace into their local
government schemes and policing,
observers said.
In the first instance, this will take
the form of the Raqqa Civil Council
(RCC) established under the SDF’s
auspices to provide security, infrastructure and aid to a population
devastated by almost five months of
bitter warfare.
In the longer term, Raqqa’s fate is
likely to be more closely tied to the
patchwork quilt of competing fiefdoms that comprise contemporary

Syria. Principally, much of Raqqa’s
future will probably be determined
within
the
Kurdish-dominated
north and by the People’s Protection
Units (YPG) militia that directs much
of the SDF’s activity.
However, against this will almost
certainly stand Damascus, which
will be unwilling to cede the key city
on the Euphrates to Kurdish control.
Many hope that, unable to rule it single-handedly, the Kurds will transfer
power or share it with the regime, as
they did with Manbij in 2016.
Whether that opposition could
morph into conflict or remain a bargaining chip in negotiations over potential Kurdish autonomy remains a
matter for speculation.
“Whoever leads us, Kurd or Arab,
we want them to provide us with
services,” a man from Raqqa, speak-

ing outside the RCC headquarters in
Ain Issa, north of the city, told Reuters. “Safety and security is the most
important thing,” said the man, a
government employee before the
war, who cited lingering fear of the
Syrian state as his reason for wanting to remain anonymous.
Raqqa was among the last Syrian
cities to fall to Syria’s rival jihadist
groups. As late as June 2012, Syrian
President Bashar Assad prayed at
one of its mosques before its capture
by Jabhat al-Nusra, on the anniversary of Baghdad’s collapse to the
United States in 2003.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under
the Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).
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Iraq unrest highlights
long-standing
political divisions

Fadi Farhat
is a lawyer in Britain.

Why Baghdad
should stay firm
despite the Kurdish
referendum

T
Deeply divided. Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi (C) attends a session of the Iraqi parliament
in Baghdad.
								

Mamoon Alabbasi

London

T

he dispute between the
central government in
Baghdad and the Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG) in Erbil may have
escalated in September but the
conditions that brought about the
unrest have been present since the
2003 US-led invasion that toppled
Saddam Hussein.
The latest fallout stems from KRG
President Masoud Barzani’s call
for a referendum on Kurdish independence despite objections from
the central government and much
of the international community.
Most Kurdish voters said “yes” in
the September 25 referendum but
Baghdad branded it as unconstitutional.
“Has our great constitution even
been a reference for us to solve our
problems? Today, both Arabs and
Kurds say let’s go back to the constitution. They go to the constitution
but find no solution,” Izzat al-Shahbandar, a former Iraq parliament
member, told al-Sharqiya TV.
“There was no Iraqi state at all
after 2003. No one thought of the
state: Not from the Shias, not from
the Sunnis nor from the Kurds. The
constitution was not written to
build a state,” said Shahbandar, a
Shia politician.
Shahbandar said the whole Iraqi
process needed to be revised to
minimise ethnic and sectarian divisions.
A similar referendum called by
Iraqi Kurdish authorities in 2005 did
not attract as much controversy as
the latest poll, presumably because
it was carried out in the recognised
KRG region: Erbil and Dohuk and
Sulaimaniyah provinces. The inclusion of the so-called disputed territories in the referendum infuriated
the central government and much
of the country’s non-Kurdish community.
“Yazidis, in particular, say they
were abandoned by Kurdish forces
to be massacred and sexually enslaved by [Islamic State] militants,”
wrote Tamer el-Ghobashy in the
Washington Post.
The United Nations previously
tried to resolve the problem of the
disputed areas.
“In 2008-09, the UN Assistance
Mission in Iraq (UNAMI) carried out

an extensive study on what it called
Iraq’s ‘Disputed Internal Boundaries’ (DIBs) and proposed specific
ways forward to settle the question
of the Kurdish region’s boundary
and the disposition of the income
derived from the sale of oil and gas
located there,” wrote Maria Fantappie, a senior Iraq analyst at the International Crisis Group.
Fantappie suggested renewing
the UNAMI mandate “to address
the DIBs question as a matter of priority.”
Political divisions are not just
between Baghdad and Erbil. The
timing of the referendum was questioned by Kurds who feared that it
was being used by Barzani as a pretext to consolidate his powers and
crackdown on dissent.
“Once the referendum was certain, the [Barzani-led Kurdish
Democratic Party] KDP would have
branded leaders of the other parties as traitors if they abstained
or voted against independence,”
wrote Christine McCaffray van den
Toorn in an article for the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
think-tank.
Following the fallout with Baghdad and the KRG’s cancellation
of parliamentary and presidential
elections, Barzani’s Kurdish rivals

Today, both Arabs and
Kurds say let’s go back to
the constitution. They go
to the constitution but
find no solution.

Izzat al-Shahbandar,
a former member of
parliament

(AP)

— most notably the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan (PUK) and the Gorran
Movement (Movement for Change)
— have been more vocal in their
criticism of the referendum.
In Baghdad, politicians are also
divided. Pro-Iran Iraqi politicians
have painted Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi as a weak leader
who is overseeing the breakup of
Iraq. When Abadi ordered Iraqi
forces to reclaim federal territories
from Kurdish peshmerga control,
his critics — on opposing ends — attributed his military success to the
help of Iran.
“The United States sees in the
Abadi government a critical buffer
against Iran and fears that the balance of power may shift towards
Iran if it distances itself from Baghdad or if Abadi cannot hold on to
the disputed territories his forces
have just retaken,” wrote Fantappie.
Although US President Donald
Trump said he is not taking sides
in the Baghdad-Erbil dispute, Iraqi
politicians said they have Washington’s support.
“We have a strategic framework
agreement with the United States,
signed in 2008, which states very
clearly that the United States of
America is behind a united federal
Iraq. That’s why they are supporting the government to regain control in the disputed territories,”
Mowaffak al-Rubaie, member of
parliament and former Iraq national security adviser, told Al Jazeera
TV.
The United States, which backs
Iraq’s central government and the
KRG, was urged to mediate de-escalation between Baghdad and Erbil before Iraq’s national elections
next April.
“America’s goals in Iraq over
the critical six-month period leading up to April’s vote should be to
persuade both sides in the Baghdad-Kurdistan dispute to avoid
further conflict for now while
Washington helps Abadi to deliver election-winning progress on
growth, services, and security,”
Douglas Ollivant, a director for Iraq
of the US National Security Council
during the Bush and Obama administrations, wrote for the website
warontherocks.com.
“If the United States can bring the
Iraqis and Kurds towards a ‘grand
bargain’ that helps to further reduce Iranian influence, so much
the better.”

he
non-binding
Kurdish referendum
on
independence
clearly
illustrated
that most inhabitants of the autonomous region of Kurdistan favour
an independent state separate
from the Republic of Iraq.
There is a lot of talk about
the right to self-determination.
In a rights-based and rightsorientated culture, this is a buzzword. Something to mention
as a debate-winning clincher.
Somehow, we reached a stage
where the right to self-determination is exclusively equated
with full statehood or secession
from an existing state.
That is not the scope of
the right. The right is one of
substance. The Kurds already
have that self-determination
through autonomy — a level of
autonomy that is increasingly
considerable. The fact that the
Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) could call, organise, co-ordinate and police such
a referendum is indicative of
that very autonomy.
Everywhere, one can see
references to the right of selfdetermination enshrined in
various instruments of international law. It is in the UN
Charter in Chapter 1, Article 1. It
is featured in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR).

Baghdad is
merely
protecting
the most
fundamental
of all rights
under
international
law — its
territorial
integrity.
However, despite such
provisions, these covenants,
the charter and all other
instruments do not, as is
often thought, insist on full
independence as the best or
even necessary method for
self-determination. There is
a difference between internal
self-determination and external
self-determination.
The Kurdish people undoubtedly have a right to selfdetermination. Indeed, their
self-determination has already
been operative under Iraq’s new
constitution through increasing
autonomy.
However, self-determination
cannot and should not be understood as undermining the
principle of territorial integrity, and Iraq has every right to
insist on the maintenance of
its long established territorial
integrity.

Today, while we might
think of Kashmir, Catalonia,
Chechnya, the Basque Country,
Biafra and others as a handful
of examples, it may be surprising to note that there are far
more self-identified nations
without full independence than
there are independent states
and there is no legal process
or right to modify or redraw
state boundaries even with the
democratic consensus of these
peoples.
The Helsinki Final Act of 1975,
as well as the United Nations,
and the International Court of
Justice (ICJ), indicate there is no
inherent contradiction between
the principles of self-determination and territorial integrity
but the latter, one should take
note, takes precedence.
This was reaffirmed by the
UN General Assembly in agenda
items 13 to 18 as recently as
December 2008 (recent in
international law terms) when
considering the conflicts in the
GUAM area (Georgia, Ukraine,
Azerbaijan and Moldova) and
the occupied territories of Azerbaijan.
Professors Thomas Franck,
Rosalyn Higgins, Alain Pellet,
Malcolm Shaw and Christian
Tomuschat — all experts in international law — indicated in a
1992 document: “[F]ew principles in present-day international law are so firmly established
as that of the territorial integrity of states.”
One sees, following Kosovo’s
unilateral declaration of independence in 2008, only 69 of
the United Nations’ 192 members recognised Kosovo. This is
illustrative of the importance
attached to the principle of territorial integrity.
A leading juridical and academic expert in this field is Allen Buchanan, author of seven
books on self-determination
and secession. He supports territorial integrity as a moral and
legal aspect of constitutional
democracy and indicates that
a group has “a general right
to secede if and only if it has
suffered certain injustices, for
which secession is the appropriate remedy of last resort.”
Self-determination is a
universal right. However, it is
a right with various degrees.
Self-determination in the form
of secession should be a remedy
of last resort.
While the Kurds have, in
recent history, been victims of
atrocities, particularly during
the reign of Saddam Hussein,
they have a vibrant and active
form of self-determination
through autonomy. Iraq,
however, has every right to
maintain its territorial integrity
and point out that there are no
grounds for secession.
Baghdad’s stance should not
be viewed as the stance of the
bad guy. Instead, Baghdad is
merely protecting the most
fundamental of all rights under
international law — its territorial integrity.
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Kurdish rout in Kirkuk puts the US in a bind
Thomas Seibert

Washington

T

ensions between Kurdish
forces and Iraqi government troops over the city
of Kirkuk mark an embarrassing setback for the
United States at a time Washington
wants to keep its partners focused
on dealing a decisive military blow
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
The
Trump
administration
watched with unease as troops of
the Baghdad government moved
into Kirkuk on October 16 to prevent the Kurds from taking permanent possession of the oil-rich
region following the independence
referendum by the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). Central
Iraqi government troops also took
control of other previously Kurdishheld areas in northern Iraq, abandoned by Kurdish fighters.
The confrontation between two
crucial US partners in the fight
against ISIS produced highly visible
signs of America’s problem. News
reports said US-backed Kurdish
fighters, the peshmerga, destroyed
at least five US-supplied Humvee
vehicles used by Iraqi forces.
As Kurdish troops left the city to
the Iraqi Army and fighters of the
Iran-backed Popular Mobilisation
Forces (PMF), US President Donald
Trump said the United States would
not get involved in the confrontation between the Kurds and the
Iraqi government forces. “We’re not
taking sides but we don’t like the
fact that they’re clashing,” Trump
said.
A US military spokesman downplayed the fighting in Kirkuk, describing it as a result of “miscommunication.” Other officials denied
there had been fighting at all, even
though the president had talked
of clashes. “I know some have reported it as attacks,” said Heather
Nauert, the US State Department
spokeswoman. “We look at it from
the standpoint of coordinated
movements. As we watch the situation unfold in Iraq, we continue to
call for calm, to call for calm on the
part of the Kurds, on the part of the
government in Baghdad as well.”
These statements could be interpreted as signs the administration

Kurdish
fiasco.
Shia Popular
Mobilisation
Forces (PMF)
and Iraqi
security
forces
members in
Kirkuk, on
October 16.
(Reuters)

was keen to stay out of the fray for
lack of a better plan, analysts said.
“I think the administration doesn’t
have a clue what to do,” said Owen
Daniels, a Middle East expert at the
Atlantic Council in Washington.
Anxious to avoid taking the wrong
steps, the Trump administration
was “not doing anything.”
He added US officials had not expected things to escalate so quickly.
“They were probably surprised by
the speed” of events in Kirkuk, Daniels said.
Trump critics in Washington said
they are aghast that US military
equipment, handed to the Kurds
and the Iraqi government to fight
ISIS, was used in an internal conflict
that appeared to open the door for
an increased Iranian influence in
Iraq.
“The United States provided
equipment and training to the government of Iraq to fight ISIS and
secure itself from external threats —
not to attack elements of one of its

own regional governments, which is
a longstanding and valuable partner
of the United States,” Senator John
McCain, chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, said in
a statement. “I am especially concerned by media reports that Iranian and Iranian-backed forces are
part of the assault.”
Another prominent senator from
Trump’s Republican Party, Marco
Rubio, warned the escalation in
Kirkuk could slow the drive against
ISIS. “These hostilities are divisive at exactly a time when unity
is needed to finish the fight against
ISIS,” he said in a statement. “We

With the jihadists on
the run after losing
Mosul in July and
Raqqa on October 17,
the question is what
shape the extremist
group will morph into.

cannot forget the Iranian regime
provides cash, weapons, training
and military orders to Shia militias
that are right now near Kirkuk and
only nominally take orders from the
civilian government in Baghdad.”
The fight for Kirkuk came as the
battle against ISIS entered a new
phase. With the jihadists on the run
after losing the Iraqi city of Mosul
in July and the Syrian city of Raqqa,
the capital of its self-styled caliphate, on October 17, the question is
what shape the extremist group will
morph into, Daniels said.
One possibility is that ISIS is
changing from an organisation that
holds territory to a terrorist network
along the lines of al-Qaeda. In that
case, military partners such as the
Kurds or the Iraqi Army could have
“less significance” for the United
States in the future, Daniels said.
In the short term, the United
States will try to calm tensions between the Iraqi Kurds and the central government. While praising the

Iraqi Kurds as valuable partners,
Washington said the KRG should
remain part of a united Iraq and
not become an independent state.
Nauert said Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson was “making calls to the
region.”
Some
observers
suggested
Washington could threaten to
stop supplying military hardware
to pressure the two sides to find
compromises. “The United States
can employ its military assistance
as leverage, threatening to cut off
either party if it refuses to compromise, while making clear that it
will help the Kurds militarily if Iraqi
forces try to push into the KRG’s
core provinces,” Max Boot of the
Council on Foreign Relations wrote
in an analysis for Defense One, a
news website focusing on defence
and security issues.
Thomas Seibert is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Baghdad should support the independence of its Kurdish region
Salam Sarhan
is an Iraqi writer.

If the Kurds in Iran
start dreaming about
independence, so
will the Azerbaijanis,
who make up 25% of
Iran’s population,
and the Arabs and
the Balochi, etc.

T

he title of this article
will ruffle the feathers of
fanatical patriots in Iraq
and the neighbouring
countries but all parties
in the Kurdish affair
must wake up from the shock of
the referendum and accept today’s
global standards.
The international community will
find it unthinkable to force someone
to stay in a failed marriage, especially in the case of the Iraqi Kurdistan,
which has been out of the Iraqi central government’s control since 1991.
Most of Kurdistan’s inhabitants
have been dreaming of secession
from Iraq for a century. That dream
will never dissipate. It is perfectly
natural for a people who are living
on their ancestral land to feel that
way.
As soon as we snap out of this
patriotic fever and edge closer to
global standards, we will realise
that people have a natural right
to decide their own fate and that
denying them that right is unacceptable. However, the harsh realities
will eventually push them back into
Baghdad’s orbit.
Suppose Baghdad decides to go
along with the independence of
the Kurdish region. That journey
would surely take a long time but
Iraq would rid itself of a nagging
headache.
A new Kurdish state in Iraq
would, in effect, become a problem

for Turkey and Iran. They would
have no choice but to be ten times
tougher than Iraq with the newly
formed state.
Baghdad would not lose much in
the deal. The Kurdish state would
have to choose one neighbouring
country to have a passage for its
trade with the outside world. Iraq
will be the best option by far and the
independent Kurdish state would
have no choice but to seek a confederation of two independent states
with Iraq.
An independent Iraqi Kurdistan would cost Ankara control
over expansive Kurdish regions in
Turkey. The Kurds in Turkey would
naturally pursue their own independence.
The biggest loser, by far, would
be Iran. Independence fever would
not only reach Iran’s Kurds but also
other minorities. Iran might end up
shattering into five or more independent states.
If the Kurds in Iran start dreaming about independence, so will
the Azerbaijanis, who make up 25%
of Iran’s population, and the Arabs
and the Balochi, etc. These minorities are living on their ancestral
lands and their push for independence would be impossible to stop.
This scenario would undoubtedly
be good for all of Iran’s minorities,
including the Persians, who make
up 30-35% of the population. They
would have a historic opportunity

to deal with their 14-centuries-old
complex with Iraq, Arabs and many
neighbouring countries.
All Iraqis know their relationship with the Kurds will never be a
homogeneous relationship in one
country. It is like a failing marriage
in which one partner clings hopelessly to the other.
Sanctions imposed by Iraq, Turkey and Iran against Iraqi Kurdistan
will strangle it. All air and land exits
have been closed to people and
goods, including oil. The situation
in the Kurdish region is bound to
deteriorate.
Baghdad discovered the constitutional cards in its disposal that have
not been used since 2003. In a blink,
it has stopped international traffic
to and from Erbil and Sulaymaniyah
airports in the Kurdistan region.
The privately owned telecommunication companies Asiacell and Korek will eventually have to obey the
Iraqi federal government and move
their headquarters to Baghdad. The
commercial calculations will have
to prevail if the two companies
want to continue their activities in
Iraq and avoid bankruptcy, even
though both companies belong to
leading Kurdish political leaders.
With these considerations and
the closing of all frontiers, Erbil
would end up losing all the tokens
of sovereignty it used to enjoy
before the referendum.
In short, the federal govern-

ment can and probably will bring
Kurdistan to its knees. Good sense,
though, says that it would be better
for both parties to resort to international arbitration to sort out the
future of disputed territories.
Both parties will most likely have
to wait for the results of a new and
transparent poll under international
supervision. The process would allow both parties to save face at the
end of an unavoidable and bitter
divorce.
The problem with this scenario,
as well as with others, is Iran’s influence in Iraq, which will push some
militias in Iraq towards a military
confrontation with the Kurds. It
needs that card to wrestle with the
Trump administration over the
nuclear deal, which is boiling again
and facing uncertainty.
Signs of a long-term solution for
Iraqi Kurdistan are on the horizon.
The dreamt-of state needs a passage
through the territory of one of its
neighbours to gain access to the
sea, at least to export oil. A confederation with Iraq would be the best
solution in the light of impossible
compromise from Iran and Turkey,
while Syria is in a chaos.
Local and international officials
revealed tentative talks about a
confederation between Iraq and an
independent Kurdistan based on
new terms. That solution seems to
be the most that Iraqi Kurds
could hope for.
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After liberation of Raqqa from ISIS,
no ‘Syrian Kurdistan’ on the horizon
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he US-backed Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF)
promised last March to
incorporate Raqqa within Syrian Kurdistan once
it was fully liberated from the Islamic State (ISIS).
The SDF declared victory in
Raqqa on October 17, ending the
saga of the Islamic State in Bilad alSham or “Wilayat al-Furat” as its
self-proclaimed caliph Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi used to say.
Instead of celebrating, Arab
tribes are trembling, wary that the
SDF will put its past words into action, with the direct blessing of the
United States and Russia.
However, the reality is very different. Despite its recent battlefield gains, the SDF realises that
an independent, cohesive and sustainable Syrian Kurdistan or Rojava, is impossible, at least for now.

The Syrian
opposition fears that
the SDF might go a
step further, handing
Raqqa to the
Russians or to the
Syrian Army.
The three major Kurdish territories of Qamishli, Hasakah and
Afrin are separated by land or river
and none of them has a clear-cut
Kurdish majority. For Rojava to
materialise it would require uprooting entire towns or repeating
what Saddam Hussein did to the
Kurds of Iraq when he expelled
them from strategic cities such
as Mosul 40 years ago. They were
replaced with Arab tribesmen, to
give Mosul an “Arab identity.”
Iraqi Kurds tried acting to reverse
this, demolishing Arab homes in
Mosul after the city was liberated
from ISIS and it gave them a very
bad name. Syrian Kurds do not
want to go down that path, especially as they need total Arab co-

operation for their new project to
create a “federal government of
Northern Syria.”
This is what Syrian Kurds are
after, rather than a Kurdish state.
“There is no such thing as a Kurdish
project (in Syria),” boomed Saleh
Muslim, chairman of the Democratic Union Party (PYD). “What
you see now is a Syrian federal democracy, which was suggested by
the Kurds and taken up by all components of northern Syria.”
The liberated city of Raqqa
would be vital for the federal project for its political symbolism as
the former self-proclaimed capital
of ISIS but also because of its geography, bordering Aleppo in the
west, Hasakah in the east and Deir
ez-Zor in the south-east. Northern
Raqqa contains the Euphrates Lake
and the 60-metre-high, 4.5kmlong Euphrates Dam, constructed
with Soviet help in the 1970s. It
manages irrigation and water supplies of all northern Syria.
Instead of stuffing it with Kurds,
the SDF would most probably restore Raqqa to its pre-2011 demographics, allowing Arab tribes to
return to their homes.
The Syrian opposition fears that
the SDF might go a step further,
handing Raqqa to the Russians or
to the Syrian Army, as it did with
Manbij in August 2016.
SDF Commander Sipan Hamo
was in Moscow for high-level talks
and to seek guarantees that Russia would never allow a Turkish
assault on Afrin, west of the Euphrates River. Russian generals assured him that Kurdish federalism
would be protected and so would
its victory in Raqqa, if they looked
the other way as Syrian troops advanced towards the oil-rich city of
Deir ez-Zor and that of Mayadin in
its countryside.
Although opposed to Kurdish independence in Iraq, Damascus and
Moscow don’t seem to mind giving Syrian Kurds limited autonomy
within the framework of present
Syrian borders. There will be no
Kurdish breakaway state and its
finances and services will remain
the job of a central government
in Damascus, while Kurdish territories will get to name their own
governor, elect their own councils,
police their own streets, run their
own judiciary and, finally, receive

Messy denouement. A wounded man sits on a stretcher in Raqqa, on October 16.
a share of their region’s riches.
This had been taboo for Damascus but during a recent meeting in
Moscow, Foreign Minister Walid
Muallem said that such limited autonomy was “negotiable.”
Approval from Damascus is not
enough, however, if Kurdish leaders want the federal project to
pass. They need the cooperation of
Arab residents of northern Syrian.
If they vote against federalism,
either in the upcoming municipal-

ity elections of early November or
the parliamentary ones of January
2018, then the Kurdish project in
Syria is finished.
Arab grievances need to be properly addressed, and high on the list
is keeping Arab cities Arab, for the
Kurds to confine their project to
Kurdish cities such as al-Malikiya,
Qamishli and Kobane. Otherwise,
everybody in the neighbourhood
infuriated by the Raqqa victory
will team up to fight the Kurds.

(Reuters)

The Turks are furious, having
wanted the honours of defeating ISIS in its capital for themselves. Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan explicitly asked
US President Donald Trump for
that last March but was given a
cold shoulder. Iran is unhappy
with the military development as
well, fearful of anything that empowers the region’s Kurds. Damascus, however, is surprisingly and
hauntingly silent.

No clear US strategy in Syria after Raqqa liberation
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

A

s armoured personnel
carriers of the victorious Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) performed
doughnuts amid the
rubble of Raqqa, the Islamic State’s
capital, a difficult chapter in Syria’s
seven years of carnage closed, just
as a more uncertain one began.
US President Donald Trump was
keen to take credit for the coalition
advance at Raqqa, telling Washington radio station WMAL that the
city’s liberation had “to do with
the people I put in and it had to do
with rules of engagement… I totally changed the attitudes of the
military.”
Asked why the Islamic State
(ISIS) hadn’t been defeated earlier,
Trump responded: “Because you
didn’t have Trump as your president.”
Irrespective of celebrations in
Washington, as the SDF deals with
the fallout of a city reeling from
years of ISIS occupation, strategists in both the Kurdish resistance

and the Pentagon mulled their next
steps in a war that appears to have
lost direction.
As ISIS falls back to the deserts
of Syria or melts into the towns
and villages of the countryside, the
next move of the US personnel in
Syria, beyond the immediate stabilisation of reclaimed territory, is
unclear.
“The original strategy was to
degrade, defeat or destroy ISIS
but none of those words was ever
clearly defined,” RAND Corporation political analyst Ben Connable
said in a telephone interview. “Our
new strategy is to annihilate ISIS.
It’s not clear what that means. Are
they going to kill every member?”
“The real challenge is that there’s
never really been a strategy. There’s
just been a series of tactical objectives dressed up as a strategy.”
Ostensibly, the US mandate in
Syria is reliant upon its presence
in Iraq, where its intervention
was called for by Baghdad to help
counter ISIS. Given the United
States’ antipathy towards the Syrian regime, Damascus was less enthusiastic about requesting such
aid.
The Pentagon sidestepped dip-

lomatic niceties by referring to a
UN provision allowing for conflict
intervention on humanitarian
grounds should the host state appear “incapable or unwilling” of
countering that threat alone.

Our new strategy is to
annihilate ISIS. It’s not
clear what that means.
Are they going to kill
every member?

RAND Corporation political
analyst Ben Connable

From a practical perspective,
whether that remains the case after the 2015 intervention of Russia, Iran and Hezbollah in Syria is
a moot point. Certainly, following
the fall of Raqqa, many of ISIS’s remaining Syrian strongholds, principally those along the Euphrates
Valley, remain under assault either
by the regime, its proxies or their
allies.
Despite the Americans’ part in
an undeniably symbolic victory at
Raqqa, their room to manoeuvre
in Syria is shrinking. The regime
enjoys a practical hegemony along
the country’s west, while the Kurds
remain dominant in its north.
The
various
“deconfliction
zones” agreed between Iran, Turkey and Russia serve to check US
ambitions and, barred from entry,
restrict American forces’ freedom
of movement.
“So, say we take all of the territory, what then?” Connable asked.
“What’s our mandate? There’s still
no strategy.”
Regime change, once the principal US policy towards Syria, appears to have fallen by the wayside
in the drive to annihilate ISIS. US
Defence Secretary James Mattis in

April said that a change in the Syrian leadership was not a priority for
the Trump administration.
In the absence of regime change,
however, it appears unlikely that
any rapprochement may occur,
not least after the United States attacked regime positions following
the chemical weapons attacks this
year.
However, US positions in Iraq
are, as before, vulnerable to attack
from Syria.
“I think we’re probably going to
see a US force along the border for
some time,” Connable said. “How
that will fit with the regime’s advance along the Euphrates, (which
crosses into Iraq) I don’t know but
they’re going to want to protect
their positions in Iraq.”
However, as the SDF celebrates
its hard-won, bloody victory in
Raqqa, those questions must seem
a long way off. For their American
allies, who trained, equipped and
advised them through the campaign, the dilemma must appear
more immediate.
Simon Speakman Cordall is Syria/
Lebanon section editor with The
Arab Weekly.
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Washington sees potential Hezbollah threat in the US
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

T

he Trump administration’s policy towards Iran
is beginning to take shape,
more than six months
after the White House
placed the Islamic Republic “on
notice” and US President Donald
Trump tweeted that Iran was “playing with fire.”
Along with accusing key Iranian
ally Hezbollah of being active within the United States’ borders, the
Trump administration elected not
to recertify the 2015 nuclear treaty
with Iran, in the latest in a series
of measures aimed at rolling back
Iranian gains in the Middle East. In
response, Iran has delivered its own
warnings and threats.
Iran has a proven ability to retaliate against any measures imposed
by Washington, both in the region
and globally. Despite accusations
to the contrary, the willingness and
ability of Hezbollah to do likewise
remains uncertain.
The United States appears certain
of the threat posed by Hezbollah. In
addition to the bounties offered for
information leading to the arrest
of Talal Hamiyah and Fu’ad Shukr,
both veteran Hezbollah commanders, other measures have been announced to isolate the group’s revenue supplies.
The Hezbollah International Financing Prevention Amendments
Act is intended to target and punish
the group’s foreign funders. Consideration has been given in Washington to designating those parts
of Lebanon under Hezbollah control a “primary money laundering
concern,” a selective extension of
the Patriot Act, allowing the United
States to isolate further revenue
streams for the group.
During the announcement of the
rewards for Hamiyah and Shukr,
Nicholas Rasmussen, the director
of the National Counter-Terrorism
Centre, noted that the United States
sees “continued activity on behalf
of Hezbollah here inside the homeland.”
“It is our assessment that Hezbollah is determined to give itself a potential homeland option as a critical
component of its terrorist playbook,
and that is something that those of
us in the counterterrorism community take very, very seriously,” he
said.
Hezbollah has been operating
in the United States for decades,
mainly through fund-raising efforts;

Criminal networks. Money seized from a major global money-laundering ring with operatives in more than 20 countries and funds
siphoned off to groups reported to include Hezbollah.
									
procuring niche equipment, such as
night-vision goggles; and surveillance of potential targets. Hezbollah, however, is not thought to have
carried out any attacks on US soil.
As long ago as July 2002, the FBI
noted in a letter to the US Senate Se-

Pre-operational
planning is one of the
hallmarks of Hezbollah
in planning for
future attacks.

New York Police
Commissioner
James O’Neill

lect Committee on Intelligence that,
while Hezbollah had assets in the
United States to carry out attacks,
the party’s “extensive fund-raising
activities” militate heavily against
such a decision being made.
Hezbollah does not share the nihilism of the Islamic State nor alQaeda and sees no value in random
unprovoked attacks against targets
in the West. Nevertheless, it has in
place the apparatus to conduct attacks should the need arise, potentially even in the United States.
In an interview with this writer
in July 2003, Hezbollah SecretaryGeneral Hassan Nasrallah, was
asked his party’s response if the
United States was to launch a war
against Hezbollah that could threaten its existence. With the US-led
invasion of Iraq only four months
old and before the insurgency had
begun in earnest, there was much
speculation that Hezbollah was
America’s next target in the war on
terror.
“In such a case, everyone has a
right to defend its rights, its existence, its people and its country
by any means and at any time and
in any place,” Nasrallah replied.
“In addition to this fact, there are
many people who love Hezbollah
and support Hezbollah throughout the world. Some may not sit
idly by” if Hezbollah were to come

under attack.
The meaning was clear: If Hezbollah felt it was under grave threat,
it could retaliate “throughout the
world.”
The arrests in June of Ali Kourani and Samer el-Debek, both
naturalised US citizens of Lebanese ancestry and alleged Hezbollah External Security Organisation
(ESO) operatives, added to worries
about the party’s activities in the
United States. They are accused of
conducting surveillance on US and
Israeli embassies in Panama and
military and law enforcement facilities in the United States, especially
New York. Debek was a specialist in
bomb-making and explosives.
“Pre-operational planning is one
of the hallmarks of Hezbollah in
planning for future attacks,” said
New York Police Commissioner
James O’Neill at the time of the arrests.
While the men are not the first
Hezbollah operatives to be arrested
in the United States, Matthew Levitt, a counterterrorism expert at
the Washington Institute for Near
East Policy, said they could prove
to be the most dangerous given
the larger context of worsening
enmity between Washington and
Tehran.
Citing the alleged assassination
plot by Iran in 2011 against the then

(AFP)

Saudi Ambassador Adel al-Jubeir
in a Washington restaurant, Levitt
concluded that it “may well have
underscored for Iran the need to act
through better proxies when operating in the United States.”
Still, Iran has no shortage of options to strike at the United States
closer to home in the Middle East if
tensions worsen. There are approximately 5,000 US service personnel operating in Iraq who could be
vulnerable to attack by Iran-backed
militias.
In a little-reported indicator of
what may lie ahead, a US soldier was
killed in Iraq on October 1 by an explosively formed penetrator bomb
(EFP), a type that has not been seen
in Iraq for six years. The EFP was
used extensively by Iranian-backed
Iraqi Shia groups to target US and
coalition forces mainly in southern
Iraq at the height of the insurgency.
The sudden deadly reappearance
of such a weapon sparked speculation that Iran is reminding military
planners of the vulnerability of
US forces in Iraq should Washington continue with its tough stance
against Tehran.
Nicholas Blanford is the author
of “Warriors of God: Inside
Hezbollah’s Thirty-Year Struggle
Against Israel” (Random
House 2011).

Aoun’s pro-Hezbollah stance increases risks for Lebanon

Rami Rayess

Rami Rayess is a Lebanese
writer. Follow him on
Twitter: @RamiRayess.

Every day that
Hezbollah operates
outside of
Lebanon’s borders
the danger grows.

T

here is growing speculation in Lebanon as to
how regional developments might unfold
and what this could
mean for the country.
As tensions ratcheted
up between Washington and Tehran, many in Lebanon wondered if
it would be Beirut that again pays
the price.
This is hardly paranoia. The severity of the measures imposed by
the Trump administration on Hezbollah, a Lebanese political party
and Iran’s strongest regional ally,
provided ample cause for concern.
There is no real indication US sanctions on Hezbollah will stop there
or will grow to include the banking sector, one of Lebanon’s few
success stories, and other citizenowned enterprises in Lebanon.
Tehran has been a vigorous
supporter of Hezbollah’s growth
in Lebanon since 1982, supplying
it with arms and nurturing it until
its military and political influence stretched beyond Lebanon’s
borders. Any doubts over this line
were emphatically dispelled in
2011 when Hezbollah stepped
away from its traditional role as a

counter to Israel and threw itself
into the Syrian civil war.
The so-called resistance axis (including Tehran, the Syrian regime
and Hezbollah) that emerged from
that bloody conflict has repeatedly
championed its astounding victories in the Syrian theatre and called
for other parties within the region
to base their foreign policy assumptions on them and act accordingly.
Of course, the very concept of
those astounding victories likely
needs to be revisited and perhaps
some time given to a death toll that
stretches to half a million Syrian
citizens and the displacement of
more than 7 million within and
beyond Syria.
Every day that Hezbollah operates outside of Lebanon’s borders
the danger grows. Sticking assiduously to an agenda written for it in
Tehran, Hezbollah has been fierce
in its condemnation of Saudi Arabia
and its policies throughout the Middle East. However, this localised
rebellion looks soon to be checked,
with every indication pointing
towards a Saudi return to the Lebanese political scene.
Riyadh recently invited senior
Lebanese officials to visit, prob-

ably to try to return to it a political
balance that has been gradually
shifting away from the kingdom for
the last few years.
Within Lebanon, the country’s
independent relations with regional
powers that have been a bulwark
against external aggression also
look to be ending. As Hezbollah
becomes more enmeshed in the
Syrian war, so too do the assumptions of the resistance axis that see
the normalisation of relations with
Damascus as Lebanon’s natural
next step.
Once Beirut has aligned with Syrian President Bashar Assad, there
will be few chances to retreat to the
safer ground of past neutrality.
Pressure on Lebanon comes from
within as much as from without.
Lebanese President Michel Aoun, a
strong ally of Hezbollah, has been
defending the possession of the
party’s weapons as a necessary aspect of Lebanon’s defence, a policy
that starkly contradicts Lebanon’s
strategy of rebuilding the state
apparatus as a means of confronting external threats. As a policy,
it threatens to establish Lebanon
as a legitimate military target and
brings Beirut one step closer

to the brink.
With that said, Israel never really waited for a pretext to attack
Lebanon during previous invasions
(1978, 1982, 2003 and 2006). Still,
the government’s support for Hezbollah dovetails neatly with Israeli
preconceptions of the country’s
attitude towards it. Consequently,
during any future invasion, there
would be no need for Israel to
differentiate between targeting
Hezbollah or the various aspects of
the Lebanese state not previously
destroyed in past wars.
Until recently, Hezbollah’s preservation of its second-strike ability
against an Israeli incursion has
appeared to work as more of deterrent than a necessity. However, as
US President Donald Trump embarks on an aggressive new policy
direction regarding both Iran and
Israel, the risk to Lebanon and its
people increases.
The circumstances are new; the
situation is not. Lebanon remains
at a crossroads. Will developments
again reduce it to the condition of
a battlefield or will some turn of
fate allow it to continue upon its
precarious, occasionally troubled,
but still peaceful path?
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Addressing the
region’s gender gap
in the workplace

W

omen in the Middle East
and North Africa suffer
from the ultimate paradox
— arguably the most
frustrating of them all:
They are encouraged to get
an education but not a job.
This means that after years of hard work,
studying, learning and passing exams, a
well-educated MENA woman might easily be
left with no way to put her skills and knowledge to good use.
Or any use. Chances are she is entirely likely
to have no way of using her expertise. Just less
than one-quarter of the region’s women have a
job — one of the lowest rates in the world — the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) said.
Then there is the even more striking paradox: Women in many parts of the Arab world
constitute clear majorities among university
students.
The OECD issued a report on the barriers to
women’s employment in Algeria, Egypt,
Jordan, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia. All those
countries, it pointed out, have demonstrated a
“commitment to building more inclusive
societies.” All six have reformed their constitutions to enshrine the principle of gender
equality. All adhere to international conventions that safeguard women’s rights.
Yet, there is a substantial — and stubborn —
gender gap in workplaces in Algeria, Egypt,
Jordan, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia. With
some differences, the gap prevails in the rest
of the Arab world as well.
There are the missing female workers, of
course, which is partly, as opinion polls
indicate, the result of a collective mindset.
Most people in many Arab countries see men
as deserving priority hiring.
This mindset has not kept pace with deep
societal changes in the region, including to
some of its most conservative bastions. For
instance, a recent report by France’s Institut
Montaigne contextualised the changes in
Saudi Arabia as follows: “Whereas only 52% of
Saudi adult women were literate in 1992, that
rate jumped to 92% in 2015.”
It said “access to higher education for Saudi
women has evolved (15% in 1995, 61% in 2015)
and was accompanied by an important fall in
the fertility rate (6 children per woman in
1990, 2.7 in 2015.) This is indicative of the
focus by women throughout the region on pursuing educational tracks and professional
careers.
For women across the region, however, even
when hired, there is a considerable pay gap
with male colleagues. This is particularly so in
the private sector. Then there is the difficulty
women face in securing senior management
roles in public and private sectors alike.
There are many reasons for this situation. In
some cases, as in Egypt, Jordan and Libya,
women need permission from their husbands
or fathers to work. Measures aimed at protecting women end up limiting their work prospects. For instance, night work and hazardous
employment are limited for women. Female
workers are supposed to be allowed nursing
time, day care and early retirement, none of
which are financed by the state, except in
Morocco.
Governments should remove the discriminatory legal provisions that hinder women’s
participation in the workforce. They should
monitor the gender gap to build awareness
about the problem and the need to face it.
There are good examples of progress made in
this regard. Since 2015, the United Arab
Emirates’ Gender Balance Council has, in
collaboration with the OECD, developed a
“Gender Balance Guide.” This provides
benchmarks and suggests concrete measures
to address the issue.
The absence of Arab women from the
workplace is not just unfair to them. It
deprives their countries of the higher economic growth rates that would ensue if all of
society were engaged in the task of nationbuilding. It is an unfair and costly situation
that needs to change.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Washington’s new Iran strategy
encounters no opposition
from the West
Mohamad Kawas
is a Lebanese writer.

U

S President Donald
Trump’s declared
approach to the
Iranian file was a
complete reversal
of Washington’s
previous views
about the Middle East, especially
during the tenure of former President Barack Obama, and set the
tone for America’s new mission as
leader of the world.
Under Obama, the United
States had reconsidered its
Middle East political heritage and
decided to downplay the Americans’ role in the region. With
Trump, the United States is back
in control of the pending questions in the region and perhaps
the world.
However, Trump’s discourse
concerning Iran raises questions
as to whether the US president is
being true to his campaign
promises or whether it represents
America’s deep strategic thinking. It is no secret that Trump
enjoys undoing his predecessor’s
“achievements” just out of spite
and often fails to offer alternatives. A good illustration of that
is the undoing of “Obamacare,”
which is awaiting an alternative
acceptable to the US Congress.
Trump’s position on the
nuclear deal with Iran seemed, at
first, just election rhetoric. For
the various signatories of the
agreement, the deal was still
standing. Trump, however, once
again proves that the fate of
Obama’s heritage is subject to the
new president’s mood.
Thus, Trump withdrew the
United States from the Paris
climate accords. His decision was
in no way tied to pressure from
the industrial lobbies in the
United States. Before that, he
decided on restrictions on
Muslims entering the United
States. That decree was not the
result of pressure from security
and intelligence agencies
in the country.

The United States’ new strategy against Iran goes beyond Iran.
Now he has set the tone on the
nuclear deal with Iran despite
recommendations from inside
the Republican Party and from
Israel itself to maintain that deal.
In the United States, the first
and last words are often with the
president. So, when Trump
mouths his strategy for Iran,
every member of his administration hurries to position himself
or herself in line with the president’s position. Thus, the US
Ambassador to the United
Nations Nikki Haley, a “Trumpist” through and through; US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson,
who is said to have called his
boss a moron; and Defence
Secretary James Mattis, who had
opposed his country’s withdrawal from the accord with Iran,
all spoke with the same voice
about Iran — that of their boss.
It seems that Trump’s position
on the nuclear deal with Iran is a
mere detail that has been quickly
appended to the blueprints of a
major military and diplomatic
campaign aimed at containing
Iran’s growing influence in the
Middle East.
Israel, whose prime minister,
Binyamin Netanyahu, had
obsessed during Obama’s
presidency over the nuclear deal
with Iran, quickly forgot it and is
now obsessed with the Iranian
threat in Syria and Lebanon.
Saudi Arabia, which did not
oppose the deal, chose to go its
own way in facing Iran’s expansion in the Middle East. None of
the concerned parties in the
Middle East had really opposed
the nuclear deal with Iran.
Tehran must have patted itself on
the back for succeeding to silence
the international community.
The stage was set for Iran to
openly pursue aggressive
expansionist policies in Yemen,
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and the Gulf
region in general.
The United States’ new strategy
against Iran goes beyond Iran. It

Trump
once again
proves that
the fate of
Obama’s
heritage is
subject to
the new
president’s
mood.

seeks to limit Russia’s, and
perhaps even Beijing’s, involvement in the region. Through the
declared and planned countermeasures against Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC), the United States makes
a strong comeback in the Middle
East. For Russia’s adventure in
Syria, the IRGC and militias play
a vital role. By targeting the
IRGC, which stands at the heart
of the Iranian octopus, the
United States stands to hit the
Russian Syrian strategy itself.
The immediate reactions of
America’s allies to Trump’s
announcement of his Iranian
strategy mark a clear effort to
distance themselves from
Washington’s decision to
withdraw from the nuclear deal
with Iran. London and Berlin
decided to maintain their parts
of the agreement. French
President Emmanuel Macron
caused a vigorous stir when he
announced his intention to visit
Iran.
The fact remains that those
European allies did not oppose
the US option of targeting the
IRGC. After all, this paramilitary
organisation was behind many
terrorist operations in Europe
and has targeted European
interests around the world. One
day after Trump’s announcement, London revealed that,
contrary to what was believed,
the cyber-attacks on the British
Parliament last January were not
orchestrated by Russia but by
Iranian cyber-pirates working for
Tehran.
In short, Washington’s new
anti-Iran strategy in the Middle
East will encounter no opposition from the West. Even Moscow, which is quite keen on
marking its presence in the
Middle East, will avoid antagonising the United States. It might
therefore bless America’s actions
against the IRGC as a token of
Russian-American cooperation.
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The Iranians and other Middle Easterners understand that every tweet Trump puts
out is for domestic consumption, even if it concerns international affairs.

iddle Eastern
leaders might
be better
positioned to
understand US
President Donald Trump than
his fellow Americans. Why?
Trump’s constant and controversial tweeting, often against
the counsel of his closest advisers, has created confusion in the
political sphere of Washington’s
politicians and installed a degree
of uncertainty regarding his
administration’s ability to
function in a cohesive manner.
Why the confusion? The
president’s tweets offer one
point of view — his — often
contradictory to what the official
US line is meant to be.
Foreign politicians must be
asking themselves whether they
should bother talking diplomacy
to an American secretary of state
when his own president tells him
he is wasting his time, as was the
case when Rex Tillerson was
trying to establish a political
solution to the crisis with North
Korea.
Trump’s tweeting has created
conflict within his own Republican Party and has been the cause
of turmoil and uncertainty within
the US administration. Some of
the president’s tweets make him
seem like a competing high
schooler. In one tweet, Trump
boasted that his IQ was higher
than that of his secretary of state.

This level of immaturity at the
highest level of government
negatively affects the United
States and the credibility of its
secretary of state. Such squabbling hampers the secretary’s
ability to conduct US foreign
policy in the troubled regions of

the world, primarily the Middle
East.
Trump’s shenanigans — his
groundless accusations, veiled
and cryptic threats through his
daily Twitter barrages — are
more the doings of a reality TV
show host, which Trump used to

Tense relationship. US President Donald Trump (R), trailed by
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, arrives to speak to reporters at
Trump’s golf estate in Bedminster, New Jersey, last August. (Reuters)

be, than the behaviour of an
American president.
Beneath the return rhetoric
lobbed at Trump, some of the
accused seem to accept the
accuser’s bombast far better
than his fellow countrymen. The
reason is simple.
The Iranians and other Middle
Easterners understand that
every tweet Trump puts out is
for domestic consumption, even
if it concerns international
affairs. They know and understand the need a leader may
have to address one line of
policy to a domestic audience
and another to an international
one. They know Trump’s
behaviour because they do the
very same. From the ayatollahs
in Tehran and Qom to the
political leaders in Damascus,
Cairo and Beirut, many Middle
Eastern leaders often reserve
one set of words for local
audiences and another for
international ones.
On the other side, when
Trump dislikes something said
about him, he calls it “fake
news.” His counterparts in the
Middle East call it “propaganda.”
Sometimes the word “propaganda” is preceded by “Zionist,”
“capitalist,” “imperialist” or
“reactionary.” How you arrange
them depends on which group is
the villain of the day.
This is what Trump does, too,
except he uses slightly different
terminology.

Arabs were in Europe a
thousand years ago
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Islam was not considered a threat but perhaps a curiosity, a revolutionary
model for society.
Ibn Fadlan also advised Almis
on the conventions for the
muezzin’s call to prayer and
inheritance laws, among other
things. He recounts his failure to
get the women to wear veils.
While in the Bulgar encampment, ibn Fadlan met the Rus,
Viking traders, whose unclean,
uninhibited ways he described
with remarkable objectivity. The
meeting between Viking traders
and an emissary of the Abbasid
caliph was hardly as unexpected
as many would think. By 921,
when ibn Fadlan’s party set out
from Baghdad, Vikings had been
in contact with the Muslim world
for more than 100 years. This was
at least partly through trade.
The Abbasids, the world’s
second Muslim dynasty, had
created a network of maritime
and land routes that linked
Europe to China. The impressive
connectivity allowed the Abbasid
Caliph Harun al-Rashid to send
Charlemagne a unique present in
800 to mark his coronation as
Holy Roman emperor. It was an
Indian elephant, which was
shipped to Pisa from a port in
North Africa.
There are several accounts by
Arab geographers and historians
of the Muslim world’s contact
with Europe. One of the more
notable is by Al-Masudi, who was
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unusual and riveting. It reveals
the easy commerce and human
connectedness between Europe
and the Arabs of the tenth
century.
Consider the circumstances in
which ibn Fadlan was sent by the
caliph to the land of the Volga
Bulgars, now part of the Russian
republics of Tatarstan and
Chuvashia. The ruler of the
Bulgars, Almis ibn (Shilki)
Yiltawar, had recently converted
to Islam. He sent an envoy to
Caliph Muqtadir asking for help
in informing his people and
himself about the new faith. He
also sought help to build a
mosque.
Almis’s admiration for the
Abbasids was manifest in the
imitation dirhams he coined in
great quantities, which mentioned Caliph Muqtadir by name.
Ibn Fadlan did his best to help
Almis’s spiritual journey. As he
recounts in his travelogue, he
suggested the right tone of humility for the khutba, the public
sermon. “… none but He, the
All-high and the All-powerful,
should be called king,” ibn Fadlan
chided the new convert. He
subsequently helped Almis adopt
a Muslim name. Unsurprisingly,
in light of Almis’s admiration for
Muqtadir, the Bulgar ruler picked
Jafar, the caliph’s first name.
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hose concerned
about a settled
Muslim presence in
Europe might want to
note that it goes back
at least 1,000 years.
Recent research by a
Swedish university claimed that
“Allah” in Arabic was embroidered onto Viking funeral clothes,
though doubts about the textile’s
dating have been expressed by an
American academic.
Whatever the truth about the
Viking garments, the relationship
between the Muslim world and
the Vikings has already figured in
popular Western culture. Fortyone years ago, American writer
Michael Crichton’s early novel
“Eaters of the Dead” drew upon
the exploits of tenth-century
Arab traveller Ahmad ibn Fadlan.
He was dispatched to Europe’s
northern climes by the Abbasid
Caliph Muqtadir. Crichton’s novel
was republished as “The 13th
Warrior” to correspond with the
film adaptation, which starred
Antonio Banderas and Omar
Sharif.
Crichton would go on to
become a bestselling author,
creating the fascinating fantasy
world of “Jurassic Park” but his
novel on ibn Fadlan is not a great
read. This has little to do with ibn
Fadlan’s account, which is

Editor-in-Chief

Oussama Romdhani

more or less a contemporary of
ibn Fadlan and is sometimes
described as the Arab Herodotus.
Having travelled far and wide,
Al-Masudi reported on the
Frankish people’s capital “Bariza” or Paris, the fierce battles
between the Andalus Muslims
and Galicians in what is now
north-western Spain and “the
coming of Islam” to Rhodes and
Crete.
All of this is a rather long way of
saying that the Muslim world of
the tenth century was not in
active hostility to other parts.
Islam was not considered a threat
but perhaps a curiosity, a revolutionary model for society.
Consequently, it should not be
surprising that Uppsala University textile archaeologist Annika
Larsson claims to have found
ninth- and tenth-century Viking
funeral garments with “Allah”
and “Ali” spelt out in silk and
silver thread. Larsson said they
are in Kufic Arabic script and that
some of the buried may have
been Muslim. She has been
challenged on her assumptions
by Stephennie Mulder, associate
professor of Islamic Art and
Architecture at the University of
Texas.
Even so, there is no doubt
about the interconnectedness of
our world then and now.
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Qatari government ratchets up
crackdown within royal family
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he Qatari government has
continued to crack down
on dissent within the ruling family, storming the
home of Sheikh Sultan
bin Suhaim al-Thani, who voiced
opposition to current policy.
Qatari security forces confiscated
“important documents,” including
“personal and family pictures, jewellery, valuables and money” belonging to Sheikh Sultan’s mother
at his Doha palace, a report by Sky
News Arabia said.
It reported that 15 armed members of Qatar’s security forces took
part in the October 12 raid, during
which 137 cases of documents and
personal possessions, many belonging to Sheikh Sultan’s father,
the late Foreign Minister Suhaim
bin Hamad al-Thani, were taken.
Sky News Arabia reported that
security personnel assaulted palace workers during the raid, deporting a Sudanese national and
detaining the rest.
The raid on the home of Sheikh
Sultan, who is in Paris, is believed
to be a politically motivated response to his release of a video
statement in which he said the Qatari government’s policies had led
the country to “the brink of catastrophe.”
Saudi-based Sheikh Abdullah bin
Ali bin Abdullah bin Jassem al-Thani, who met with Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud to help
Qatari pilgrims travelling to Saudi
Arabia during the haj season, said
he was also targeted by Doha.
“The Qatari government has
honoured me by freezing all my
bank accounts and I thank them for
this honour and I have the pleasure
to present it to the nation,” Sheikh
Abdullah wrote on his official Twitter account.
“I hope that Qatar will drive away
the opportunists and those with
benefits and to return to its Gulf
fold,” he added.
Khalid al-Hail, a spokesman for
the Qatari opposition in London,
said: “The freezing of Sheikh Abdullah’s money was expected, as
it is not the first time that the Qatari regime has used this weapon

Qaddafi
family to
sue Doha
over killing
of Libyan
leader
The Arab Weekly staff

London

R
Obsequence. Qataris pray as they take to the streets of Doha to welcome back Emir Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad al-Thani upon his return from New York, last September.
(AFP)
against its opponents. This is a system used to steal people’s money.”
The Qatari authorities’ crackdown on dissent is tied to Doha’s
dispute with a quartet of Arab
countries. Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt
severed ties with Doha in June over
what they described as Qatar’s interference in their countries’ internal affairs and its support for
radical groups, charges the Qatari
government denies.
The ensuing clampdown on dissent has affected all segments
of Qatari society. In September,
French magazine Le Point, quoting
an incarcerated French businessman in Doha, said about 20 members of the bin Ali branch of the
royal family had been arrested on
charges ranging from issuing bad
cheques to drug use. Many, however, said the arrests were because
that branch of the royal family
disagreed with Qatari Emir Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.
The Qatari government also targeted the Al Murrah tribe, revoking the citizenship of tribal leader
Sheikh Taleb bin Lahom bin Shreim
and 54 members of his tribe, in-

cluding 18 women and children.
Revocation of citizenship is frequently used as a weapon by Doha
to deal with domestic dissent and

The freezing of Sheikh
Abdullah’s money was
expected, as it is not the
first time that the Qatari
regime has used this
weapon against
its opponents.

Khalid al-Hail,
a spokesman for the Qatari
opposition in London

the Al Murrah tribe has been a particular target. Thousands of members of the tribe have been displaced and are stateless.
The group, which has branches
in Saudi Arabia and Qatar, has reportedly been harassed by Qatari
authorities since the 1990s.
During a unified Qatari opposition meeting in London in September, Sheikh Talib said the incident
occurred after he and other tribal
leaders met with Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz.
In September, Paris-based Sheikh
Sultan bin Suhaim supported calls
by his uncle, Sheikh Abdullah alThani, for a national meeting to resolve the dispute with a Saudi-led
quartet of countries.
“I endorse all calls for a meeting hoping that all the members of the ruling family, distinguished members and thinkers to
engage in this meeting so they can
become one hand to protect Qatar from enemies and deserters,”
Sheikh Sultan said.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

elatives of Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi
are planning to sue Qatar
over what their lawyer
described as the role of
Doha and state-funded Al Jazeera
network had in the 2011 uprising
that led to Qaddafi’s assassination.
Qaddafi family lawyer Khalid
al-Zaidi announced that five international lawyers can been
brought together to prosecute Qatari figures, including the former
Emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa
al-Thani, the current ruler’s father,
before the International Criminal
Court (ICC).
Zaidi said the lawsuit would centre on Qatar’s support for “terrorism and causing the displacement
of Libyan citizens,” adding that
it fell under UN Security Council
Resolution 1970.
The Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1970
in February 2011, condemning the
use of lethal force by Qaddafi’s
government against protesters and
allowing for Western intervention
in the civil war.
Qatar allegedly played an active
role in supporting militias and Islamic groups both financially and
with arms following Qaddafi’s
death. Media reports said nearly
$900 million in funding came from
Doha to the groups since 2011.
The announcement of the lawsuit was two days before the anniversary of Qaddafi’s death. He
was killed by rebels on October 20,
2011, in his hometown of Sirte in
central Libya.
Qaddafi’s son, Saif al-Islam, is
reportedly preparing a political
comeback after almost six years
of imprisonment by a Zintan militia. However, Saif al-Islam is
wanted by the ICC for allegedly
committing war crimes during the
2011 uprising.

Qatar withdraws
$20 billion from
sovereign wealth fund
to shore up economy
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

Q

atar’s sovereign wealth
fund has repatriated
$20 billion to ease the
effects of sanctions imposed on the country in
its dispute with a quartet of Arab
countries led by Saudi Arabia.
Doha’s move is seen as a response to the severe consequences on its economy, despite its denials that it is in financial distress.
Qatari Finance Minister Ali Shareef al-Emadi told London’s Financial Times: “Qatar Investment
Authority (QIA) deposits were being used to create a ‘buffer’ and
provide liquidity in the banking
system after the gas-rich state suf-

fered capital outflows of more
than $30 billion.”
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt severed diplomatic and economic ties
with Qatar on June 5 after accusing Doha of supporting extremist
groups at the expense of their security.
“We are not liquidating anything. What we have done is taken
some of our liquidity from outside
to inside,” Emadi told the Financial Times.
“This is through the Ministry
of Finance and the QIA, which is
very normal in this type of situation,” Emadi said, adding that the
steps were pre-emptive and precautionary.
The QIA, which is estimated to
have $300 billion in assets under
management, reduced its stakes

Severe ramifications. A general view of the Qatari Stock Exchange building in Doha.
in Tiffany & Co, Credit Suisse
and Russian energy firm Rosneft.
Emadi said the changes were not
related to the Gulf dispute but
a part of the fund’s investment
strategy.

The Qatar Central Bank said the
ramifications on the country’s
finances had been severe. The
Doha government injected approximately $40 billion — 23% of
its GDP — into its economy in the

(Reuters)

first two months of the crisis. The
breakdown in relations resulted in
the outflow of approximately $7.5
billion in foreign customer deposits and $15 billion in foreign interbank deposits and borrowings.
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GCC summit in doubt as Gulf crisis continues
The Arab Weekly staff

London

K

uwait Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber alSabah’s recent visit to
Saudi Arabia was an effort to persuade King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
to attend meetings in Kuwait to
save the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) from collapsing because of
the crisis with Qatar, Gulf sources
said.
They said the Saudi position was
clear that a summit couldn’t be
convened given the current situation. The kingdom, along with the
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and
Egypt, severed ties with Qatar on
June 5 over what they described as
Doha’s interference in their countries’ internal affairs and its support for radical groups, such as the
Muslim Brotherhood, designated
as a terrorist organisation in all
four countries.
Kuwait, along with fellow GCC
member Oman, has been neutral
during the dispute and has been a
mediator in the crisis but with little
apparent success.
The sources added that Riyadh
doesn’t believe the GCC will collapse if the summit is postponed
until the matter is resolved in Qatar, either through its acceptance
of demands issued by the Arab
quartet or a leadership change.
Sheikh Sabah and King Salman
discussed “regional developments
and a number of issues of common concern” during the October
16 meeting, Saudi Arabia’s official
news agency, SPA, reported.
Gulf diplomatic circles said
Sheikh Sabah tried to persuade
GCC members that the unity of
the body is more important than
differences that can be overcome
over time. However, the likelihood
of convincing the quartet appears
unlikely.
“The four countries boycotting Qatar, especially Saudi Arabia,
will not accept a compromise with
Qatar. There is no grey area in this
matter,” Saudi researcher Salman
al-Ansari said.
“Saudi Arabia is undoubtedly
keen on preserving the unity of the

Common concerns. Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud (R) welcomes Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah in
Riyadh, on October 16. 													
(Saudi Press Agency)
Gulf Cooperation Council, but Qatar has become a bad apple that if
not isolated will spoil its surroundings.”
Reports in Arab media stated
that the annual GCC summit,
scheduled for December in Kuwait,
might be postponed or relocated to
Riyadh.
The London-based online publication Elaph reported its sources
said a GCC summit in December
was unlikely because the dispute
continues.

Riyadh doesn’t
believe the GCC will
collapse if the
summit is postponed
until the matter is
resolved in Qatar.

The publication’s sources reportedly said, if a summit were to be
called, it would be in Riyadh and
that an invitation would not be
extended to Qatar, despite statements by Doha that a Gulf summit
couldn’t be held without Qatar.
A Washington-based source told
Elaph that Gulf Arab countries
might form a new council starting
with three countries whose policies would be unified and aimed at
working for the benefit and interests of the region.

The International Institute for
Strategic Studies (IISS), a thinktank in London, said the dispute
might have permanently damaged
the GCC because of “the strident
nature of the public diplomacy on
both sides.”
“Qexit — the prospect of Qatar
leaving the GCC — has not yet become an accepted neologism but it
was openly discussed. The UAE, in
particular, has argued vociferously
for a new set of relations in the
Gulf,” IISS said.

Yemen’s rebel alliance rift continues to widen as
questions arise about ex-president’s health
Saleh Baidhani

Sana’a

A

television
interview
with former Yemeni
President Ali Abdullah
Saleh hinted at his desire to leave the country as his health remains a focus of
public concern.
The former president looked fatigued during the short interview.
He had undergone an operation
at a Sana’a hospital on October 13
after a Russian medical team was
flown in to perform it, government
sources said.
In the interview, Saleh said he
was considering accepting an in-

Saleh’s party accused
the Houthis of
“irresponsible terrorist
practices,
intellectually and
politically.”

vitation from a Russian think-tank
to attend a seminar on Yemen focusing on terrorism and Yemen’s
future. Asked whether he would
leave Yemen for further medical
treatment, Saleh said he would
not.
Dismissing the interview as a
farce, Yemeni political analyst
Faris al-Bel said Saleh conveniently forgot to mention the UN travel
ban against him and tried to appear to be a decision-maker, contemplating whether to participate
in the seminar in Russia.
The appearance was Saleh’s first
interview with mainstream Yemeni media since the operation. Reports said Saleh’s health had deteriorated because of complications
from a 2011 assassination attempt.
Questions regarding the former
president’s health came at a time
the alliance between his General
People’s Congress (GPC) and the
Iran-allied Houthi rebels seems to
be deteriorating.
In 2015, three years after stepping down as Yemen’s president,
Saleh joined forces with his former enemies and together they
seized Sana’a, forcing the internationally recognised gov
ernment
to flee. That ignited the current
war, which has claimed more than
10,000 lives, UN estimates state.

Declining player. Yemen’s former President Ali Abdullah
Saleh (C) is surrounded by guards as he attends a rally in Sana’a,
last August. 						
(Reuters)
The former president has, for
all practical purposes, been under
house arrest since August 24. A
Yemeni politician said this was a
turning point for Saleh, and that
threats to him and his family have
made him seriously consider leaving Sana’a for the first time since
his return in September 2011.

Tensions between the two factions escalated after both held rallies that ended in clashes. The altercations in Sana’a resulted in the
death of Colonel Khaled al-Radhi,
a member of Saleh’s inner circle
and the GPC’s vice-president of external relations. Radhi was killed at
a Houthi checkpoint after an argu-

ment between his convoy and the
rebels escalated into a shoot-out,
local reports said.
A few days after Saleh’s TV interview, the GPC threatened to end
its alliance with the Houthis. In a
statement, party Secretary-General Arif al-Zouka accused the rebels of monopolising the decisionmaking process, while targeting
ministers, politicians and journalists affiliated with the party.
Zouka described the acts as “irresponsible terrorist practices,
intellectually and politically,” in
a message on the Aden al-Ghad
newspaper’s website.
“This is unequivocal evidence
that you do not have a genuine desire to keep the partnership unless
you are in full control,” he said in
the letter addressed to the militia’s
political council.
The situation should not be a
surprise considering that the alliance between the two factions
is a marriage of convenience and
that there is a long, bloody history between the Houthis and the
GPC. The last decade of Saleh’s 34
years as Yemen’s president saw his
government constantly at war with
the Iran-allied militia.
Saleh Baidhani is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Sana’a.
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Egyptian opposition
expresses fears over state
of emergency renewal
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

Looming threats. A member of Egyptian security forces stands
guard near the Maadi military hospital in Cairo.
(AFP)

gypt’s political opposition
expressed concern over
the government’s decision to extend the state
of emergency for three

months.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi’s citing of “threats” to national security as the reason for the
extension was questioned by opponents, who fear it could signal a repetition of the days of former President Hosni Mubarak, who used an
ongoing state of emergency to keep
his grip on power over 30 years.
“You do not need to impose the
state of emergency to fight terrorism,” said Gamal Eid, a human
rights advocate and critic of the
government. “This is why there is
belief that this state is imposed only
to be used against those who do not
agree with those in power.”
Egyptian officials declared a state
of emergency on April 10 following
attacks by the Islamic State (ISIS) on
two churches that killed 49 people.
Egyptian law grants the executive
branch sweeping powers to close
companies, shutter media outlets,
halt protests and monitor personal
communications.
The country’s post-revolutionary
constitution stipulates that the
state of emergency should not exceed three months and can only be
extended once for three months.
The current state of emergency was
extended for three months in July
and critics said an extension in Oc-

tober is unconstitutional.
“There is blatant insistence on
the part of the government to demonstrate contempt of the constitution with every decision it makes,”
said Tarek al-Awadi, a lawyer and
another critic of Sisi’s government.
“The government has legal advisers
who should have told it that it has
no right to renew the state of emergency for the second time.”
The Sisi administration appears
to have used a technical loophole in
the constitution to renew the current state of emergency.
Egyptians who lived under the
constant state of emergency for 30
years under Mubarak said they are
wary of seeing the same practice reborn under Sisi.
Mubarak’s security apparatus
used the emergency law to raid
homes without judicial oversight,
ban protests and demonstrations,
arrest and imprison suspects without trial and suspend the publication of media outlets.
Opponents of the state of emergency claim that it has little effect
on confronting terrorism and stopping attacks and that it is being used
by the government to stifle dissent.
“Imposing the state of emergency over the past six months did not
prevent terrorist attacks, either on
policemen and army personnel or
on churches,” he said.
However Egyptian officials said
that they foiled several attacks because of the expanded powers allowed by the state of emergency.
On the day the government renewed the state of emergency, a
priest from the central province
of Beni Suef was stabbed to death

outside a church by a man whom
authorities described as “mentally
disturbed.”
Five days later, dozens of Islamic
State (ISIS) members carried out
coordinated attacks against two security check points in the northern
Sinai city of al-Arish, killing six soldiers.
Security experts warned that ISIS
could escalate its attacks in Egypt
to mitigate the group’s defeat in
Syria and Iraq. There are fears that
Egyptian members of ISIS could return home to carry out attacks.
Special security arrangements are
being made across Egypt in preparation for Christmas, which is celebrated by Egypt’s Orthodox Christians on January 7. Egypt’s Coptic
Church has called for increased security as the country heads towards
the holiday season.
Last December, an ISIS attacker
entered a Cairo chapel and set off a
bomb, killing 25 Christian worshippers and injuring dozens of others.
Faced with various threats, advocates of the state of emergency
renewal said authorities must do
everything in their power to ensure
national security.
“This has nothing to do with suppressing freedoms or silencing the
opposition as some people say,”
said Egyptian MP Kamal Amer,
head of the Defence and National
Security Committee in parliament.
“The terrorist threat still looms
large and those who cannot see this
need to reconsider the way they
think.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Cairo killing sparks security concerns among Copts
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

C

hristians in Egypt called
for increased security
following the killing of a
priest in a knife attack in
Cairo, with some people
suggesting that priests be armed.
The Reverend Samaan Shehata,
a priest from the central province
of Beni Suef, was stabbed to death
October 12 while visiting Cairo.
Authorities said the assailant was
“mentally disturbed.”
Shehata’s death is the latest in
a series of attacks against Egypt’s
Christians and prompted renewed
calls for them to take their safety
and security into their own hands.
“There is shock and fear everywhere among the Christians after
the cowardly murder of Father
Samaan,” said Bishop Refail alHakim, who oversees a group of
churches in Cairo. “The incident
reveals the enormity of the threats
facing the Christian minority in
this country.”
Egypt’s Christian minority, approximately 10% of the population of 94 million, has been the
target of many attacks in recent
years. In addition to the occasional
flare-up of sectarian tensions with
Muslims, Christians have been the
prime target of attacks by Islamic
State (ISIS) militants, who have a
stronghold in Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula.
Observers said Christians were
being targeted, not only by ISIS,
but by militant groups such as
Hasm, a radical militia with ties
to the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood, owing to Christians’ strong
backing from Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.

“Repeated attacks against the
Christians aim primarily to sow the
seeds of tension between them on
one hand and the government and
their Muslim compatriots on the
other,” said retired police General
Mamdouh al-Kidwani. “The terrorists hope that Christians’ growing feeling of insecurity will make
them turn against President Sisi.”
This is unlikely given the many
measures Sisi has endorsed to protect Egyptian churches, including
deploying increased security outside them.
Egypt’s churches have recruited
volunteers to provide additional
security, with a new programme
to give church volunteers police training on how to carry out

searches receiving government endorsement.
Increased
security
outside
churches does not stop individual
priests being attacked, however,
and Shehata’s death prompted
calls on social media for priests to
be given weapons.
“Priests should be armed,” said
one Christian activist on Facebook. “Everybody has the right to
defend themselves, even priests.”
Coptic Pope Tawadros II dismissed proposals for priests to be
issued weapons licences. “This
is completely rejected and is not
even worthy of debate,” he said. “It
is completely forbidden for priests
to carry arms, no matter what.”
Shehata was shopping in Cairo’s

northern al-Marg district when
he was killed, said another priest,
Beymen Moftah, who was with
him at the time of the attack.

Christians are being
targeted, not only by
ISIS, but by militant
groups such as Hasm,
a radical militia with
ties to the outlawed
Muslim Brotherhood.
“The attacker targeted Father
Samaan only because he was
Christian,” Moftah was quoted as
telling investigators.

New challenge. Security forces stand outside a Coptic church in Tanta.

(Reuters)

Egyptian
authorities
have
sought to play down the incident
with claims that the attacker was
“mentally disturbed” but Christians are wary, having seen similar
attacks — and similar responses
from the authorities — in the past.
Kidwani said the incident was
a new challenge for security forces. “The fact is that the security
establishment
cannot
secure
every single priest or Christian,” he
said.
He rejected calls for priests to be
allowed to carry arms to defend
themselves, saying this would
exacerbate the problem. “Army
troops and policemen are killed in
Sinai and in other areas, even as
they carry arms,” Kidwani said.
The Reverend Polis Halim, the official spokesman of the Coptic Orthodox Church, suggested a comprehensive approach to attacks
against Christians. “The priests are
not supposed to carry arms either
because arms should only be in the
hands of the state,” Halim said. “If
priests are allowed to carry arms,
mosque imams and sheikhs will be
justified in demanding the same
thing for themselves.”
He called for a cultural, legal and
security campaign to ensure the
safety of Egypt’s Christians, saying
people need to be taught that those
who follow a different faith are not
enemies or infidels but pray to
the same God, albeit in a different
manner.
“There must be laws that inflict
heavy punishment on those who
attack others only because they
believe in a different religion,”
Halim said. “Our society really
needs to wake up and learn tolerance before it is too late.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.
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Widening footprint. A file picture shows Nigerian special forces (R) and Chadian troops participating with US advisers (not pictured) in the Flintlock exercise in Mao.

US sends its special forces as
Africa’s jihadist threat grows
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he October 12 bombing of
central Mogadishu in Somalia, which killed more
than 270 people, along
with the death of four
US special forces troops in a jihadist ambush on the other side of the
vast continent in south-western
Niger, marked a sharp escalation in
Africa’s war on terror.
That is likely to trigger a significant increase in US military counterterrorism operations on the vast
continent. This would be in line
with US President Donald Trump’s
emerging strategy, a carry-over
from a campaign of “forward engagement” devised by his predecessor, Barack Obama, unleashing
the US military’s greatly expanded
special forces command to hunt
down and eliminate the terror cells.
Until recently, the focal point of
African terrorism by groups largely
affiliated with al-Qaeda and the
breakaway Islamic State (ISIS) was
North Africa along the Mediterranean littoral, the springboard for
attacks on Europe.
In recent months, however, those
forces extended their reach into
West Africa and the sub-Sahara region, while stepping up attacks in
Somalia in the Horn of Africa on the
Indian Ocean and into neighbouring Kenya.
“It is clear that an arc of instability is emerging across Africa’s Sahel, which has opened a path for
al-Qaeda to shift its centre of gravity from Afghanistan and Pakistan
to a new sanctuary and has created
a potential launching pad much
closer to US and European shores,”
analyst Yonah Alexander observed
in a report for the Potomac Institute
for Policy Studies.
There are an estimated 1,500 US
troops in Africa. That’s three times
the number the Pentagon admits
are in Syria, the eye of the Middle
East storm. This is a woefully inadequate number to make any significant headway against the major terrorist groups across the continent.
With ISIS crippled by a US-led coalition that has all but destroyed the
group’s self-proclaimed caliphate
across Syria and Iraq, it is looking
for a new base. It tried to muscle in
on Libya, which has been gripped

by internal chaos since the NATObacked ouster of Muammar Qaddafi
in 2011 but has suffered heavily at
the hands of Western-backed government troops, including US and
British special forces.
Libya remains a battleground
and ISIS, despite its setbacks, appears determined to maintain bases
in the country and elsewhere. ISIS
fighters are holding out in Libya despite losing their stronghold in the
coastal city of Sirte in 2016.
The deep political fissures in Libya, one of the world’s major oil producers in better times, “has given
the extremists time and space to regroup… in desert areas south-east
of Tripoli,” Alexander Sehmer observed in Terrorism Monitor, published by the Washington-based
Jamestown Foundation.
ISIS fighters “are also reportedly
sharing resources with al-Qaeda, in
contrast to other parts of the world
where the two organisations are at
loggerheads,” Sehmer wrote.
A senior intelligence commander
in the Maghreb, speaking on condition of anonymity, told The Arab
Weekly that regional leaders expected the jihadists to reinforce
their activities in Libya and the Sahel from war-torn Somalia. Speaking October 10 — four days before
the Mogadishu bombings — the officer said: “ISIS is using Somalia as
a gateway to push jihadists into the
Maghreb and Sahel areas.
“The infiltration began as a trickle early this year before growing
in recent weeks with hundreds of
fighters being scattered throughout
the region, mostly through Libya.”
There are about a dozen drone
bases for surveillance and air
strikes across Africa. The main one
is in the tiny Horn of Africa state of
Djibouti. Built on the site of a former French Foreign Legion facility
and still known as Camp Lemonnier, the large base and airfield can
mount air strikes and special forces
raids in Yemen and Somalia and
cover the strategic Bab el Mandeb
Strait that links the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean.
The US Africa Command, known
as Africom, was established in 2007
to provide military support to African states, most of them plagued by
poor governance, rampant corruption and ineffectual military forces.
Africom has become the organisational hub of US efforts to counter
the steady expansion of Islamic

11

extremists, who increasingly pose a
direct threat to a continent that has
been wracked by war and famine
since Europe’s colonising powers —
Britain, France, Belgium, Spain and
Portugal — granted independence
in the 1960s.
The instability that has largely
crippled those African countries is
a major contributing factor in the
spread of Islamist extremism.
In Libya, as in some other countries in the Maghreb and Sahel,
the failure to address the common
problem of disillusioned and unemployed youth and the reliance
largely on military and intelligence
operations have seriously undercut
efforts to stifle terrorism.
“Islamist terrorist networks are…
making inroads due to economic

opportunism,” warned Vish Sakthivel of the Washington Institute
for Near East Policy. In Algeria,
which has battled Islamist terrorism more or less since 1992, “the
problem seems to be worsening,”
Sakthivel said.
“Unemployment,
disenchantment and the lack of opportunity
have all helped AQIM [al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb] and its numerous splinters survive, while bad
governance and corruption have
made local communities and even
police complicit in their smuggling
networks,” he added.
Daveed
Gartenstein-Ross
of
Washington’s Foundation for Defense of Democracies observed:
“State actors will have to improve
governance, rule of law and eco-

Africa’s riches trigger
new strategic scramble
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

frica has been battered
by war and instability
for decades, a situation that seriously
impeded its economic
and political development.
However, it remains strategic —
witness the formation of the US
Africa Command, or Africom —
because it contains approximately 30% of the planet’s mineral resources, including oil and gas as
well as uranium, cobalt, coltan,
gold and copper.
The semi-arid Sahel, which
runs from the Atlantic Ocean
in the west to the Red Sea in
the east, is a key region in this
quest for vital resources, the
same imperative that led to the
scramble for Africa in the 19th
century by Europe’s imperial
powers.
“Whoever controls Mali, controls West Africa, if not the whole
of Africa,” observed Doulaye Konate of the Association of African
Historians. “That’s why this region has become so coveted.”
Investment in African oil and
gas alone is expected to reach $2

trillion over the next two decades.
US intervention in Africa was
not just an extension of America’s war against global terrorism,
it was to consolidate US interests
in the continent.
Arab North Africa, particularly
Algeria, Egypt and Libya, plus
Nigeria, contain 91.5% of Africa’s
proven oil reserves, estimated at
117.2 billion barrels, nearly 10%
of the world total. There are large
deposits in Tanzania, Uganda and
Western Ghana, with potentially
large reservoirs in South Africa,
Mozambique and Tanzania.
Developing such resources depends on stability and that seems
to be a distant prospect, with
indications that the terrorism
threat is growing.
Africa, a proxy battleground
between the United States and
the Soviet Union during the Cold
War, looks like it is becoming the
venue for intense economic rivalry between Washington and
Moscow.
The prospects of an economic
boom are endangered by the
deep-rooted culture of corruption and human rights abuses by
Africa’s ruling elites that foster
terrorism and are likely to intensify once oil revenues start to
flow.

(AP)

nomic opportunities, especially in
the economic and geographic periphery of the region, in order to
deny (Islamic State) the ability to
recruit and establish safe havens.”
The Sahel, an arid, semi-desert
that stretches the width of Africa
from Senegal in the west to Eritrea
in the east, is the centre of terrorists’ operations in Africa. The inhospitable region with its porous
borders is favoured by the extremists as a base area and for smuggling
weapons, narcotics and people.
The Americans have special forces detachments operating in most
African states. Washington said
their primary mission is to train local forces in counterterrorism and
counter-insurgency operations so
they can hold the lines themselves.
For now, at least, that is changing
to a more pro-active approach and
the US Army’s Green Berets and US
Navy SEALs largely constitute the
US military presence.
Amid the barely noticed US escalation in Africa, the Americans
have also stepped up attacks by
missile-armed drones across Libya,
where jihadist terror is expected to
increase.
Few details of actual US operations are accessible as the Pentagon
seeks to convince Americans that
they are not being dragged into yet
another messy war against terrorism. The initial Pentagon report on
a May 6 operation involving SEALs
in Somalia said Senior Chief Petty
Officer Kyle Milliken was killed
while on an “advise, assist and accompany mission” in which the
American troopers hung back while
Somali troops carried attacked a
complex held by al-Shabab, the
main jihadist group.
That was soon exposed as a fiction. US Marine Corps BrigadierGeneral David J. Furness, commander of the US task force in the
Horn of Africa, said the American
and Somali military personnel were
in a single group when they were
ambushed.
Milliken was the first US military
fatality in Somalia since the Americans lost 18 men and two Black
Hawk helicopters in a day-long battle with Somali fighters on October 3, 1993 — the notorious “Black
Hawk Down” episode.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis contributed to this report.
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New UN envoy for Western Sahara tours Maghreb capitals
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he United Nations’ new
special envoy for the disputed Western Sahara
region has toured the
Maghreb in a bid to resume mediation on the decadeslong conflict.
The more than 40-year-old conflict between Morocco and the
Polisario Front threatened to escalate into a military confrontation
last year after the Polisario set up
a military post near Moroccan soldiers.
However, with the region facing
severe challenges — from a jihadist
presence in the sub-Saharan Sahel
to fallout from the strife in Libya —
both sides need a respite.
The appointment of former German President Horst Kohler as the
UN secretary-general‘s personal
envoy for Western Sahara renewed
hopes of a resolution. Kohler was
appointed August 16 after the resignation of Christopher Ross, who was
accused by Morocco of being biased
towards the Polisario. Ross, a US
diplomat, was UN envoy from January 2009 until April 2017.
Other indications of progress
are the influence of UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres, a former
Portuguese prime minister who has
extensive knowledge of the region,
and the role of the African Union, in
which both Morocco and the Polisario hold seats. The African body is
increasingly pushing for an end to
the dispute, which is considered a
nuisance in a region being looked
to as a new frontier for business and
trade.
Kohler met with Moroccan King
Mohammed VI and other top government officials on October 17. He
met with members of the Saharawi
negotiating team at the Chahid elHafed refugee camp. Kohler also
met with officials in Algeria and
Mauritania.
Morocco has called for Mauritania
and Algeria to take part in negotiations over Western Sahara.
Western Sahara, a former Spanish colony principally controlled by
Morocco, is claimed by the Polisario
Front, which is backed by Algeria.
The Polisario Front is demanding a
referendum on self-determination
for Western Sahara’s 500,000 residents. Morocco says the territory is
an integral part of the kingdom. The
conflict has strained relations between Morocco and Algeria.
Morocco and the Polisario Front
fought for control of Western Sahara

Renewed hopes. Moroccan King Mohammed VI (R) confers with Horst Kohler, UN secretary-general‘s personal envoy, at the Royal Palace
in Rabat, on October 17.
									
(The Moroccan Royal Palace)
from 1974-91 when Rabat took over
the territory before a UN-brokered
ceasefire that was part of a peace
plan that included promises of a referendum.
The territory, which lies on the
Atlantic coast and spans 266,000 sq.
km, is believed to be rich in mineral
resources, including phosphate. Its
waters are replete with fish.
Erik Jensen, former UN special
representative to Western Sahara,
warned that failure to move towards
a negotiated settlement in Western
Sahara posed a risk to the region and
beyond.
“A new spirit must prevail. A spirit
of realism and compromise must
prevail, as well as openness and the
willingness to explore options,” he
said.
Tensions boiled over last year
when the Polisario Front set up a
military post in Guerguerat near
the Mauritanian border, 200 metres
from Moroccan soldiers, in response
to Morocco’s construction of a road
in the area.
Mauritanian President Mohamed
Ould Abdel Aziz described the situation at the time as “dangerous and

explosive.” Jensen said it was on the
verge of violence in February.
Morocco pulled out of the area in
late February at the request of the
United Nations.
The UN Security Council unanimously endorsed attempts to restart talks between Morocco and
the Polisario Front and extended its
peacekeeping mission there for another year.
Guterres has called for Morocco
and the Polisario Front to begin negotiations that would include fresh
proposals from both sides.
Against a backdrop of decades of
political failure and mistrust, the
United Nations welcomed Morocco’s 2007 autonomy proposal as a
“serious” effort towards progress.
The Polisario Front’s 2007 proposal
calls for a referendum between independence, integration with Mo-

Some analysts say they
will know more about
Kohler’s chances after
he reports to the
Security Council in six
months.

rocco and self-governance.
Tajeddine el Husseini, an international relations professor at Rabat
University, said Morocco was optimistic about a resolution because
of the appointment of Kohler, “who
has an expertise in dealing with difficult issues, including the problem
of refugees.”
“His objectivity in the issue of
Western Sahara makes him a neutral
broker,” Husseini added.
Other analysts said they would
know more about Kohler’s chances after he reports to the Security
Council in six months.
“Kohler has a narrow margin to
manoeuvre if the Security Council
will not give him the means to jumpstart a new dynamic to give hope to
the last African colony and peace to
the Maghreb region,” said former
Algerian Ambassador Abdelaziz Rahabi.
The region has few options to secure stability and increase development to ease its restive youth.
The Western Sahara conflict has
paralysed the Arab Maghreb Union,
a body initiated in 1989 to expand
cooperation between Algeria, Mo-

rocco, Libya, Mauritania and Tunisia.
Instead of cooperation, however,
the relationship has been dominated by the rivalry between Algeria
and Morocco. The stand-off prompted an arms race in which Algiers and
Rabat diverted crucial resources to
the purchase of weaponry.
In early October, Algerian Prime
Minister Ahmed Ouyahia said Algeria’s economic “situation is hell” and
that country’s coffers were empty.
The oil-rich country has earned $1
trillion over the past 17 years from
gas and oil exports, official figures
indicated.
King Mohammed VI on October 13
told parliament that Morocco needed a “new model of development”
as past programmes had done little
for ordinary Moroccans.
He threatened “a political earthquake” if elites in parliament, political parties, trade unions and government officials failed to come up
with an adequate model to meet the
needs of the population.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Lack of accountability hinders governing in Morocco, analysts say
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

nalysts said a lack of accountability in governance was behind Morocco’s ailing development
model, which King Mohammed VI accused of contributing
to wealth inequality.
“Morocco’s plans and visions
have failed to fulfil their objectives
due to the lack of seriousness with
public institutions and the accountability during political transitions,”
said Rachid Aourraz, a researcher
at the Arab Centre for Scientific
Research and Humane Studies in
Rabat.
The king urged the government,
parliament and all other institutions to “reconsider” the national development model to keep
abreast of changes in the country
in a speech opening the year’s first
parliament session.
“I call for innovative, bold solutions, even if that means going into
uncharted territory or causing a political earthquake,” he warned.

King Mohammed VI said a development model would remain limited in scope unless it comprised
effective mechanisms that allow for
local and regional evolution.
Aourraz said he thought the king
was “sending signals to the national stakeholders that the state might
resort to some kind of shock therapy to deal with any misconduct.”
Mountacir Zian, director-general
of the Rabat-based Mediterranean
Company of Analysis and Strategic
Intelligence, said Morocco indeed
“needs a new model” of development able to create jobs, provide
better governance and decrease social disparities.
King Mohammed VI advocated
more regionalisation of services to
fulfil social and development expectations in all regions.
Aourraz said regionalisation
problems added to the crisis in Al
Hoceima because of the way the
Authenticity and Modernity (PAM)
party was dealing with it.
The restive Rif region has seen
regular protests against corruption
and marginalisation since the death
of fishmonger Mouhcine Fikri, who
was crushed in a rubbish truck Oc-

tober 28, 2016, in Al Hoceima as he
apparently tried to protest the seizure and destruction of hundreds
of kilograms of swordfish, which

I think the king is sending
signals… that the state
might resort to some kind
of ‘shock therapy.’

Rachid Aourraz,
researcher at the Arab Centre
for Scientific Research and
Human Studies

are not allowed to be caught in autumn.
Ilyas El Omari, former generalsecretary of PAM and the leader
of the Tangier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima region, resigned after only
18 months leading the opposition
group. The leading opposition party has not issued an official statement on what steps it will be taking
to elect Omari’s successor, however. Some PAM members accused
the leadership of mismanagement.
“How can a party that is having
internal conflicts govern a region
that has been the scene of ongoing
protests for several months?” asked
Aourraz.
In his speech to parliament King
Mohammed VI called for more initiatives, primarily in training and
employment, to help the country’s
youth, particularly in rural areas and poor suburban neighbourhoods.
“Mainly
public
institutions
launch social projects that can
benefit the youth,” said Zian. “It is
through these projects that young
talents are spotted. A bad management due to the absence of control
and follow-up mechanisms besides

unaccountability will always hinder
the youth’s creativity and talent.”
The king also said Moroccans
“need a fair and effective” judiciary.
“They want an efficient public
service that caters for the needs of
citizens and serves public interest;
a public service that promotes investment and fosters development,
without any form of bribery, cronyism or corruption,” he stressed.
Zian said that Moroccan citizens
have lost confidence in the country’s public institutions, including
the judiciary.
Aourraz echoed those remarks,
saying the judiciary must be impartial and firm because “there are
corrupt people who are using their
influence” in the political sphere to
evade punishment.
“Unfortunately, corrupt people
are rarely prosecuted while public
services are lagging because they
are dealing with citizens in papers
while most countries have embraced the e-administration.”
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.
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Palestinians wary of
Israeli intent towards
Fatah-Hamas reconciliation
Emna Jubran

T
Tunis

he Palestinian
people inside the
occupied territories or in the
diaspora would
“punish” the party
that brought about
a failure of the
recent reconciliation efforts
between Hamas and Fatah,
warned Palestinian Ambassador
to Tunisia Hael al-Fahoum.
Fahoum expressed optimism
that, despite the failure of
previous mediation efforts, the
latest rapprochement bid hosted
by Cairo would prove successful.
“There are some obstacles in
the path of national unity but
they can be overcome,” Fahoum
said in an interview with The
Arab Weekly. “Obstacles are to be
expected but solutions must be
found.”
Hamas and Fatah representatives signed an agreement by
which Hamas would hand over
administrative control of Gaza,
including the Rafah crossing with
Egypt, to the Palestinian Author-

ity by December 1.
The Palestinian factions
formed committees to sort out
unresolved issues between Fatah
and Hamas, most notably
security control in Gaza. Fatah
and Hamas, as well as other
factions, will seek to form a unity
government.
The recent Cairo talks indicated
that Palestinian leaders were
showing more commitment to
the interests of their homeland,
Fahoum said. “Being loud will
not lead to finding solutions. If
we want to serve our country, we
need to think calmly and with an
open mind,” he said.
Both sides, Fahoum stressed,
needed to assess their capacities,
especially considering the
political climate in the region.
“How can we develop a strategy if
we do not know our own capabilities? How can we put realities on
the ground if we do not read our
regional environment?” he asked.
Fahoum said the unity agreement would deny Israel using
Palestinian disunity as an excuse
for not being committed to peace.
“Israel will try to sabotage the
Palestinian unity process,” he
warned.
The United Nations, the Arab
League and some Western

countries welcomed the reconciliation plan. Israel, however,
issued a statement saying: “The
government of Israel will not
carry out political negotiations
with a Palestinian government
that relies on Hamas.”
Israeli officials demanded that
Hamas agree to several conditions, including recognising
Israel and agreeing to disarm.
Fahoum argued that by guaranteeing the rights of the Palestinian people, Israel would be
serving its own purposes because
“Palestine is the only guarantor
of stability and security.”
Fahoum noted that Hamas, like
Fatah, was a part of the Palestinian people and foreign attempts
to divide the Palestinians must be
rejected.
“Hamas, with the other
Palestinian factions, must serve
Palestine and the interests of the
Palestinians,” he said. He stressed
that differences between the
factions must not be at the
expense of the territory.
Fahoum praised the role of
Egypt in brokering Palestinian
unity. “Egypt is a major player in
the region and it has a national
interest in Palestinian reconciliation,” he said. “It played a
positive role in creating the right

Signs of change. Palestinian Ambassador to Tunisia
Hael al-Fahoum. 				

Fahoum argued that
by guaranteeing
the rights of the
Palestinian people,
Israel would be
serving its own
purposes.

(The Arab Weekly)

conditions and ground for the
success of this reconciliation.”
He expressed hope that Egypt
would continue its mediation role
and reject Israeli pressure to
thwart Palestinian reconciliation.
Fahoum said there was international enthusiasm for Palestinian
reconciliation.
“The failure of Palestinian
reconciliation will have negative
consequences,” he said, as it
would further divide people in
the region. “There is an Arab and
an international consensus that
you cannot have stability in the
region without the establishment
of a Palestinian state.”
Emna Jubran is a Tunisian
journalist.

Israel plans settlements spree against Palestinian, international will
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

sraeli authorities are approving
plans to expand settlements in
the occupied West Bank, drawing criticism from Palestinians
and possibly hindering a US plan
to restart Middle East peace talks.
Settlement watchdog Peace Now
reported that a committee overseeing settlement construction in the
West Bank had approved 2,646 settler homes. Peace Now said the settlement push was “distancing us daily from the possibility of a two-state
solution.”
“The government is sending a
clear message to settlers: Build illegally and anywhere and we will find
a solution for you,” it said in a statement.

About 12,000

housing units are
to be given various
stages of approval this
year, four times the
number in 2016.

A list provided by the NGO showed
homes to be built in locations across
the territory, including 146 in Nokdim, a southern West Bank settlement near Bethlehem where Israeli
Defence Minister Avigdor Lieberman
lives.
An Israeli committee also approved permits for 31 settler homes
in Hebron, the first such green light
for the flashpoint West Bank city
since 2002. Several hundred Israeli
settlers live in the heart of Hebron
under heavy military guard, among
some 200,000 Palestinians.
The Hebron units are to be built on
Shuhada Street, once an important
market road leading to the holy site
where the biblical patriarch Abraham
is believed to be buried. The street is
largely closed off to Palestinians.
The approvals came after Israeli

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s government pledged a major
boost in signing off on settlement
homes this year.
Palestinian presidential spokesman Nabil Abu Rudeina condemned
the settlement activity.
“Netanyahu defies the world and
especially [US] President [Donald]
Trump’s administration with his insistence on continuing settlements
on the land of the state of Palestine,”
he said in a statement carried by official news agency WAFA.
Trump is seeking to restart peace
talks between Israel and the Palestinians, which have been frozen since a
US-led initiative collapsed in 2014.
Settlement building in the West
Bank and annexed East Jerusalem is
considered illegal under international law. It is a major obstacle to peace
as the settlements are built on land
the Palestinians see as part of their
future state.
The European Union condemned
the step and demanded Israel reconsider its plans.
“The European Union has requested clarifications from Israeli authorities and conveyed the expectation
that they reconsider these decisions,
which are detrimental to ongoing
efforts towards meaningful peace
talks,” an EU statement said.
The bloc voiced particular concern about proposals to build settler
homes in Hebron and about the start
of groundwork in the East Jerusalem
area of Givat Hamatos. Construction
in Givat Hamatos would “severely
jeopardise the contiguity and viability of a future Palestinian state,” the
European Union said.
Netanyahu’s right-wing coalition
government leans heavily on settlers
and their supporters to maintain its
thin parliamentary majority.
Israeli officials said about 12,000
housing units will be given various
stages of approval this year, four
times the number in 2016.
Last month, US Ambassador
to Israel David Friedman, a supporter of settlements, enraged
Palestinians when he told an Israeli TV interviewer that Israel was

“only occupying 2% of the West
Bank.” The Yesha Council, which
represents settlers across the West
Bank, welcomed the ambassador’s
comments.
More than 60% of the West Bank is
under near complete Israeli control,
the United Nations said, and other
areas of the territory are under Israeli
security control. The portion of the
West Bank that is in theory under
both Palestinian civilian and security
control are sometimes raided by Israeli soldiers.
Approximately 430,000 Israeli settlers live among 2.6 million Palestinians in the West Bank, occupied by
Israel in the 1967 Six-Day War.
Prominent members of Netanyahu’s coalition openly oppose the

idea of a Palestinian state and advocate annexing most of the West Bank
but controversy on the issue has also
courted left-wing politicians.
The head of Israel’s main opposition Labour Party drew fire after saying that Israeli settlements
could be retained in a future peace
with the Palestinians. In an interview with Israeli commercial TV
Channel Two, Avi Gabay said the
concept of having to pull out of settlements in the Israeli-occupied West
Bank as part of a peace treaty had become outdated.
“If you make peace, why do you
need to evict (settlers)? I think that
the terminology in which we are accustomed to speak here, by which
if you make a peace treaty you evict

people are not necessarily right,” he
said in Hebrew.
“If you make a peace agreement,
you can find solutions that don’t
oblige you to dismantle (settlements),” he said. “You’re making
peace!”
Gabay was elected in July to head
Labour, which has historically supported an independent Palestinian
state alongside Israel.
A day later, he elaborated on his
comments. “I am in favour of reaching a diplomatic solution which is
based on two states for two peoples,
where their state is demilitarised,” he
told Channel Two.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

What you need to know about Israeli settlements

H

ere are key questions
and answers on Israeli
settlements:
► What are settlements?
Settlements are Israeli villages,
towns and cities built on territory
Israel seized during the Six-Day
War of 1967.
Approximately 430,000 Israeli
settlers live in the occupied West
Bank along with 2.6 million Palestinians. A further 200,000 Israelis
live in annexed East Jerusalem
along with at least 300,000 Palestinians, who want to make the sector the capital of their future state.
Israel seized part of the Golan
Heights from Syria and the Gaza
Strip from Egypt and established
settlements in both. It evacuated
the Gaza settlements in 2005.
► What is their legal status?
From the 1970s, Israel established a network of settlements
throughout the occupied West
Bank.
The Oslo Accords of the 1990s divided the territory into Israeli- and
Palestinian-governed zones meant
to lay the ground for a future Pal-

estinian state but Israel continued
to build and expand settlements
there.
Palestinian violence led to calls
from Israelis to build more settlements in response.
The United Nations and most
of the international community
see Israeli settlements in the West
Bank, including East Jerusalem, as
illegal.
Israel differentiates between
those it has approved and those it
has not, often called outposts.
Successive Israeli governments
have invested billions of dollars in
the settlements over the past 50
years.
► Who are the settlers?
Many Israelis moved to the settlements in search of affordable
housing. The government encouraged them to move to cities such as
Ariel, Maale Adumim and the ultraOrthodox settlements of Beitar Ilit
and Modiin Ilit.
There are also many nationalreligious hardliners who see living
in the biblical lands of Judaea and
Samaria as fulfilling a divine promise. Hundreds of them live near the

Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron,
a holy site for both Jews and Muslims and a focal point of violence
between Israelis and Palestinians.
► How do Palestinians see settlements?
Palestinians consider Israeli settlements a war crime and a major
obstacle to peace.
The Palestinians want Israel to
withdraw from all land it occupied
in the Six-Day War and to dismantle all Jewish settlements, although
they have accepted the principle of
minor land swaps equal in size and
value.
Israel rules out a full return to
pre-1967 borders but has, in the
past, expressed a willingness to
pull out of some parts of the West
Bank while annexing its largest settlement blocs, which are home to
most of the settlers in the territory.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, who heads what is
seen as the most right-wing government in Israeli history, recently
said he plans no “uprooting” of
settlements.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Can Turkey overcome its legacy of
military and strategic failings?

Stephen Starr

is the author of “Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising”
and has lived in Syria and
Turkey since 2007.

By all accounts,
Turkey’s attempts
to gain leverage in
the region seem to
have backfired
catastrophically.

D

espite a series of disastrous attempts to
further its influence
in the region, Turkey
has, it seems, landed
on its feet.
The unrest that rocked the
Middle East since 2011 presented
Turkey with an unprecedented
opportunity to establish itself as
the single regional influencer, an
opening it managed to completely
foul up.
It stood by as Russian warplanes entered the Syria conflict,
allowing for the subsequent resurgence of the Assad regime and
its proxies. In Egypt, it backed
Muhammad Morsi, who, having
failed to establish his own form
of one-man rule, languishes in
prison. More recently, it chose to
spring to the defence of Qatar,
the underdog in the dispute with
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt.
When it — rightly or wrongly —
insisted Kurds in northern Syria
not be allowed to govern territories with large Kurdish populations there, Ankara sacrificed a
nascent peace process with the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
that had been attempting to
end an intractable 40-year-old
conflict. This unleashed a series
of bomb attacks across Turkey in
2015 that threatened to unravel
the fabric of Turkish-Kurdish
social relations.
In 2012, it miscalculated utterly
by backing Syrian rebel groups
that soon morphed into jihadists,
leaving Ankara without a legitimate proxy in the Syrian war and,
for several years, a terrorist state
on its lengthy southern border.
It chose to shoot down a Russian jet in November 2015, which
resulted in crippling major sectors of its own economy when
Russia reacted by refusing to buy
Turkish agricultural products and
banned its tourists from holidaying in Turkey.
“Turkey is now in a more vulnerable position diplomatically
and is viewed with increasing
suspicion by its traditional allies,”
wrote Simon A. Waldman, a coauthor of “The New Turkey and
Its Discontents.” “Turkey chose to
become an actor in the worst civil
war the Middle East [Syria] has

Litany of failures. A Turkish soldier stands on the hill overlooking damaged buildings near the
border with Iraq. 									
ever seen and the decision was a
bad one.”
By all accounts, Turkey’s attempts to gain leverage in the
region seem to have backfired
catastrophically.
However, while events in
Kirkuk have been hailed as a
major bump for Iranian influence
in Iraq, Ankara stands to gain
even more by the pushing back
of Kurdish territorial claims. The
West’s refusal to back the Kurds
as Iraqi troops took over Kirkuk
places Ankara on the side of the
powerful: Iran, Baghdad and,
crucially, Washington. Turkey is
deeply worried by any event that
may lead to the establishment of
an official Kurdish state in northern Iraq. With Western blessing

for the Kurdish independence
effort officially not forthcoming,
Ankara’s fears may not come
true.
Considering the litany of failures, does this matter now? Is it
too late for Turkey’s aspirations
to be the major regional force?
The Kurds’ ill-fortune in Iraqi
Kurdistan certainly has Turkey
well positioned. It has been
forcefully beating a drum against
Kurdish autonomy for several
years and, when Erbil made its
play vis-à-vis its referendum, the
major regional and international
powers chose not to champion
its cause. Turkey was elated but
it should be wary that if it finds
itself on the same side as Washington, the European Union and

(AFP)

regional heavyweights, it’s not
because they agree with Turkey
but despite of that.
Whether Turkey’s catastrophic
regional policies were the work of
a perverse bout of self-sabotage
or simply an inability to foresee
where events were headed, it now
seems to have finally seen the
light. As it became clearer the Assad regime would not be toppled,
Ankara enacted a major change of
course by warming up to Iran and
Russia, its erstwhile opponents in
the Syrian war.
However, the underlying failings that coloured its calamitous
military and strategic planning
for the past decade remain. Turkey must change that if it is not to
suffer further embarrassment.

Pax Russiana looms while
Turkey sees limited options

Yavuz Baydar

is a Turkish journalist and regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

Pro-Ottomanist
and expansionist
circles in Turkey
are joyous that
Kurds are being
brought to their
knees.

T

he theatres of Iraq and
Syria are joint metaphors for a rugby field
where at least five or
six teams — not
two — battle each
other, changing tactics and allies
every other minute.
That the fall of Raqqa and
Kirkuk took place simultaneously
should not come as a surprise.
The erratic decision by Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) President Masoud Barzani to call an
independence referendum in Iraqi
Kurdistan turned the Kurdish
dynamic upside down: The potentially victorious peshmerga and
allied rebel forces are in retreat,
declared losers.
Some Kurdish observers, such
as Fehim Isik in the Arti Gercek
news site, noted that Iraqi Kurds
have lost nearly half of the territory under their control after the
referendum. He said the situation
from the Kurds’ vantage point is
worse than it was in 1975, when
rebel Kurdish factions pulled out
of the mountains and laid down
their arms following a US-forced
deal between Iran and Iraq.
The changes with Kirkuk and

Raqqa as epicentres make undeniably clear how fluctuant the
old axis of powers have become.
The game displayed involves utterly cunning and ruthless tactics
based on conflicting interests
and it will inevitably lead to new
strategies for regional division
and control.
The Iraqi takeover in Kirkuk
seems like a tactical win for
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, although what it means
strategically for Ankara is as
murky as ever. Wildly endorsed
and applauded by the nationalist
majority of the political spectrum,
Erdogan abandoned — temporarily — its financial partnership with
the KRG and entered into what
may prove to be a devil’s pact with
Iran.
This meant letting the Iranbacked Popular Mobilisation
Forces enter the stage against the
peshmerga and Baghdad doing
the rest. It went as far as cooperation between Hakan Fidan, the
head of Turkey’s National Intelligence Organisation, and Qassem
Soleimani, a top figure of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps,
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK)

spokesman Sedi Ehmed Pire said.
Pro-Ottomanist and expansionist circles in Turkey are joyous at
the Kurds being brought to their
knees but very few in the antiKurdish euphoria contemplate
what the Turkish decision has
triggered.
While the moves will serve
Tehran to reconnect with Damascus, it is a major breaking point for
Moscow to seize control over the
destinies of both Iraq and Syria.
One may blame Barzani for his
myopia or other factors but an era
of Pax Russiana with far-reaching
consequences is in full gear.
”This is ruthless power politics,
of course, only accentuated by
Washington’s inane and insane
president. Everything must be
in Russia’s interest — militarily,
economically, internationally and
domestically. And amorally, too,”
wrote Robert Fisk in the Independent.
“He’s still taking risks, not least
in Syria. To some extent, he’s
playing with the people of the region. More importantly, however,
he’s establishing Russia in the
Middle East. No one will do anything now without first thinking

of [Russian President Vladimir]
Putin’s reaction. That’s what political power is really about.”
Kirkuk will possibly be noted as
a pyrrhic victory for Ankara but
what about its wrinkled policies
in post-Raqqa Syria? Turkey had
been pushed into the background
due to its anti-Kurdish stance
when the city was taken over by
mainly Kurdish fighters but now
has its eyes on the Kurdish-controlled Afrin pocket, at its border,
by way of a deal about the next
jihadist stronghold, Idlib.
Even here, the cross-border deployment of Turkish forces takes
place with the mercy of Moscow,
for which the pro-Damascus strategy reduces every Turkish move
to simple tactics to be manipulated any time it so chooses. Erdogan
is busy reassembling Islamic
groups in Syria but every actor in
the region knows well that he will
do his utmost to block a Kurdish
strip along Turkey’s border.
This insight makes it very easy
for Russia, which will come to
protect the Kurds and prepare the
stage for divide and rule. This is
what Pax Russiana will mean if
Putin’s game is a winner.
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Tehran continues to pin hopes on Europe

Gareth Smyth

is a regular contributor to The
Arab Weekly. He was chief
correspondent in Iran for the
Financial Times in 2003-07.

It is hard to believe
Europe — much less
Russia, China and
other countries in
Asia — are about to
row back on their
growing interests in
Iran at Trump’s
behest.

U

ntil recently, Iran’s
leaders spoke cautiously and relatively
respectfully of US
President Donald
Trump. However, Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei recently said he would
not “waste his time answering the
rants and whoppers of the brute US
president.”
Trump’s “stupidity” in refusing
to certify Iran’s compliance with
the 2015 nuclear agreement with
world powers should not distract
anyone from US “deceitfulness,”
said Khamenei, who made clear
he expected European powers to
compensate for any new sanctions
introduced by Washington.
Trump’s convoluted position
in not abrogating the agreement,
known as the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA), while passing the buck on sanctions to the
US Congress puts on hold Tehran’s
threat to resume its nuclear programme. The agreement restricts
this.
Sanctions introduced by either
Trump or Congress could be seen by
Tehran as a violation of the JCPOA,
whether or not the United States
formally renounces the treaty. Even
so, the JCPOA could be maintained
by Iran alongside the other signatories: Russia, China, Britain, France
and Germany.
Some in Washington and in various Arab capitals praised a Trump
strategy to confront Iran over its
missile programme and regional
role. They see this as expressed in
his new “terrorist” designations of
individuals and entities linked to
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC). This, they argue, can
both win European support and
weaken Iran by splitting supporters
of the JCPOA led by President Hassan Rohani and the deal’s hard-line
critics.
Either appears fanciful. Trump’s
unilateral decertification has undermined the unprecedented US cooperation with other world powers
that produced both tough Iran sanctions in 2012 and the subsequent
JCPOA. Wolfgang Ischinger, former
German ambassador to the United
States, said Trump had shown “total disrespect for America’s allies”
and a joint statement from Berlin,

Walking in-step. Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif (R)
and his French counterpart Jean-Marc Ayrault arrive for their meeting
in Tehran, last January.		
		
(AP)
London and Paris stressed that the
JCPOA, “the culmination of 13 years
of diplomacy,” remained in “our
shared national security interest.”
Days after Trump declined to
certify the nuclear deal, Norwegian
energy company Saga announced a
$2.9 billion, five-year project to install solar panels in Iran’s central desert. In a week when Oslo approved
a $1 billion credit line for projects in
Iran, Norwegian Ambassador to Iran
Lars Nordrum said Europe “stands
united in support of the JCPOA.”
Europe buys 40% of Iran’s daily
exports of 2.7 million barrels of oil
and condensates. Total, the French
energy company, has a $5 billion
development project for Iran’s
South Pars gas field and European

carmakers Mercedes-Benz Daimler,
Renault Peugeot and Citroen are all
developing partnerships in Iran’s
automotive sector.
It is hard to believe Europe —
much less Russia, China and other
countries in Asia — are about to row
back on their growing interests in
Iran at Trump’s behest.
Neither are there signs Trump is
splitting Iran’s political class. “Of
course, the reaction to external
threats and insults is unity,” said
Farideh Farhi an Iranian expert at
the University of Hawaii. “Even former [reformist] President Mohammad Khatami, whose presence in
public has been restricted by the security forces in recent years, stated
that while there are differences of

views in Iran, there is absolutely
no difference in standing against
external threats.”
Farhi pointed out that Khatami
had called the IRGC a pillar of
national security and praised its
role fighting the Islamic State (ISIS)
in Iraq. “Khatami asked how can
someone come and insult the IRGC
at a time when it is standing against
terrorists and giving martyrs,” Farhi
said.
“Khatami’s speech supporting
the IRGC shocked Iranian youth
who support Rohani and reform,”
said Saeid Golkar, visiting assistant professor of political science
at the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga. “There was another
example with the public handshake
and joking between [Iranian Foreign
Minister] Mohammad [Javad] Zarif
and the IRGC commander, MajorGeneral Mohammad Ali Jafari,
which angered some hardliners.”
In an incident highlighted on
social media, Brigadier-General
Hossein Salami, deputy IRGC
commander, was interrupted by a
protester in a wheelchair complaining about Jafari and Zarif, only for
Salami to stress the importance of
national unity.
The United States, in contrast, appears divided. John Kerry, secretary
of state under former President
Barack Obama, called Trump’s decision “dangerous.” He said it was a
“reckless abandonment of facts in
favour of ego and ideology from a
president who would rather play a
high-stakes game of chicken with
the Congress and with Iran than
admit that the nuclear agreement is
working.”
Kerry’s appeal to Congress and
“our allies” as “the only adults left
in the room” to maintain the JCPOA
reflects a fear that the Middle East
would be left on the brink by the
collapse of the JCPOA with America
alone and Iran’s nuclear programme
resumed.
One factor behind the negotiations that led to the JCPOA was fear
of conflict. Former CIA Deputy
Director Michael Morell told the
New York Times last year that Iran’s
rapid progress with its nuclear programme after 2005 had brought the
United States “closer to war with
the Islamic Republic than at any
time since 1979.”

Failing to stop Iran’s nuclear effort
could energise Saudi Arabia’s programme

Tom Regan

is a regular contributor to The Arab
Weekly and a columnist at
factsandopinion.com.

It is not out of the
question that the
US president would
help Saudi Arabia
by contributing
components to
develop nuclear
weapons.

U

S President Donald
Trump, by announcing that he would
not recertify the Iran
nuclear deal, may
have not only accelerated Tehran’s plans for nuclear
weapons but possibly those of
Saudi Arabia, too.
Riyadh’s interest in acquiring
or developing nuclear weapons is
no secret. It’s also no secret why
it wants them. They are meant to
counteract any nuclear weapons
capability developed by Iran.
Saudi Arabia is in the initial
stages of developing a civilian
nuclear industry that follows international protocols. The Saudis
told the annual general conference
of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) in Vienna that it
was working with South Korea
to develop reactors that could be
built in remote areas.
Construction on the first two
reactors could start as early as
next year. Even if it successfully launched a different kind of
nuclear programme, it would take
years to get to any kind of success.
That said, the Iran nuclear deal
may have lessened the urgency.
In March, the Washington-based
Institute for Science and International Security released “Saudi
Arabia’s Nuclear Ambitions and

Proliferation Risks,” a report
that noted that the pressure on
Saudi Arabia to develop nuclear
weapons had been delayed by the
nuclear deal with Iran.
The report’s authors stated,
optimistically if somewhat
mistakenly: “A priority of the
administration of Donald J. Trump
is to prevent Saudi Arabia from
developing such capabilities, in
particular acquiring reprocessing
and uranium enrichment facilities. The administration’s stated
commitment to better enforce
and strengthen the JCPOA [the
acronym for the official name of
the Iran deal] provides a sounder
foundation to achieve that goal.”
Now all bets are off. If the US
Congress is unable to find a way
to resolve the problems Trump
has identified with the deal and
if Trump’s intention to kill the
agreement is realised and Tehran
resumes development of its nuclear arsenal, there is little doubt that
Saudi Arabia will kick its nuclear
programme into high gear.
The Institute for Science and
International Security report
noted that when the Iran deal effectively ends, in about a decade,
Saudi Arabia could be counted on
to speed up development of its
nuclear programmes. Accordingly,
if the Iran deal ends even sooner,

so does Saudi Arabia’s reason not
to rush.
Saudi Arabia and its Gulf neighbours were never big fans of the
nuclear pact with Iran because
they believed Iran was determined
to develop a nuclear weapon regardless of the time frame.
The countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council would prefer that
the United States force Iran to end
its nuclear programme but if the
United States fails to prevent nuclear proliferation in Iran (or North
Korea), the message is loud and
clear: There is little reason not to
go ahead with a nuclear weapons
programme of your own.
One wildcard in this scenario is
Pakistan. It’s hard to say how Pakistan would react if Saudi Arabia
approached it about accelerating
its nuclear programme. There has
been nuclear talk between the two
countries.
The relationship between
Tehran and Islamabad, which had
been growing closer, recently hit
some bumps. In May, Iranian leaders accused Pakistan of harbouring
Sunni Muslim terrorists within its
borders and threatened to attack
their hideouts. If Iran acts on its
threats, would that encourage the
Pakistanis to help the Saudis?
The other wildcard is Trump.
His affinity towards the use of

nuclear weapons has been written about often by the US media.
During the 2016 US presidential
campaign, Trump said it would be
“OK” if South Korea, Japan and
Saudi Arabia acquired nuclear
weapons. It is not out of the question that Trump would help Saudi
Arabia by either contributing
components needed to develop
nuclear weapons or by positioning
American nuclear weapons within
Saudi Arabia’s borders.
The latter is a bit dicier in that
Riyadh is reluctant to allow US
military personnel to be stationed
in Saudi Arabia. It depends on
the threat from Iran and how
Saudi Arabia views the urgency
of the situation. Let’s not forget
Israel, which has long billed itself
as America’s greatest ally in the
region, and how it might react if
the United States helped create
another Muslim nuclear nation.
If the situation is not handled
thoughtfully and diplomatically,
it could metastasise. The United
States has long been the champion
of non-proliferation but under
Trump it could start moving in the
other direction.
In the end, Trump’s desire to
destroy — out of pure spite — anything created by his predecessor
could result in a nuclear arms race
in the Middle East.
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Trump’s Middle
East policy and the
art of improvisation
Thomas Seibert

Washington

U

S President Donald
Trump makes no bones
about his rejection
of the nuclear agreement with Iran. “I feel
strongly about what I did. I’m
tired of being taken advantage of,”
Trump said a few days after he put
the international community on
notice about a possible US withdrawal from the accord. “It might
be total termination. That’s a real
possibility. Some would say that’s
a greater possibility.”
However, if you listen to his
advisers, “termination” is not
on Trump’s mind. “We want to
take the agreement as it exists today” and improve it, US Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson told CNN.
“Right now, you’re going to see us
stay in the deal,” US Ambassador to
the United States Nikki Haley said
on NBC. “We’re in the deal to see
how we can make it better.”
The contradictions are not unusual for the Trump administration,
analysts said. Trump’s Middle East
policy is more of a hodgepodge of
go-it-alone rhetoric, tweets and
improvisational, off-the-cuff remarks than the product of a comprehensive strategy. The wait for a
Middle East policy package under
Trump is turning into a growing
recognition that none will be forthcoming.
“The attention of the White
House shifts with every news cycle and when the American president does take a few moments to
pay attention to this important
region, it is often to make bold but
largely empty statements deriding the policies of his predecessor
and declaring his intention to undo
them entirely,” said Tally Helfont,
director of the Programme on the

Middle East at the Foreign Policy
Research Institute in Philadelphia.
“There is no comprehensive
strategy. There are reactive statements, publicity stunts and a short
attention span when it comes to all
things Middle East.”
Senator John McCain, an outspoken Trump critic within the Republican Party, accused the president of turning away from values
that guided US foreign policy for
decades. In a speech on October
16, McCain warned of refusing
“the obligations of international
leadership for the sake of some
half-baked, spurious nationalism
cooked up by people who would
rather find scapegoats than solve
problems.”
Trump’s frequent use of Twitter to weigh in on policy matters
adds to the confusion. “As a new
diplomatic tool, Trump’s tweets
are making world leaders and US
officials anxious since they are
unpredictable in their nature and
timing,” Joe Macaron, an analyst
at the Arab Centre in Washington,
told The Arab Weekly.
The president has also contradicted and undercut Tillerson
on so many occasions that some
observers in Washington expect
Tillerson to resign or to be fired
before the year is out. In one incident in June, Tillerson supported mediation efforts to solve
the ongoing crisis between Qatar
and its neighbours. Less than an
hour later Trump called Qatar
a “funder of terrorism,” placing
the United States firmly on the side
of the Saudi-led group opposing
Qatar.
Despite the inconsistencies, two
basic themes for the region are
emerging under Trump, said Jeffrey Martini, a senior Middle East
analyst for the RAND Corporation
and a former State Department official. “They are a more aggressive
posture towards Iran, which was

Reactive statements. US President Donald Trump’s Twitter feed on a computer screen in Washington.
formalised in the recent Iran policy
review, and an attempt to improve
relations with Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
and Israel,” he said via e-mail.
Martini and other analysts point
out that personal and inter-agency
rivalries in the world of US foreign
policy did not start with Trump’s
presidency but the question of
which camp is winning is harder to
answer than in previous administrations. There is also an effort by
Tillerson and influential Secretary
of Defence James Mattis to impose discipline on a free-wheeling
president to keep US foreign policy
predictable.
No one can be certain that these
influences on Trump will be permanent, however. Mattis, for

Some of Trump’s
positions, such as his
hard line towards Iran,
could change under the
next president.

example, might be politically
strong at the moment, said Helfont, “but it remains to be seen if
he can weather the next storm and
the next and the next.”
The Trump administration has
not been hit by a foreign policy
crisis that has forced the government to prove its mettle, said
James Zogby, president of the
Arab American Institute in Washington.
Zogby said he does not think that
Trump would prove to be a steady
pair of hands in a full-blown crisis.
“I would hope that Mattis would
emerge and take control of the
situation but am I confident? No, I
am not,” Zogby said.
Given the many uncertainties,
Middle Eastern countries trying to work out what the United
States is up to should look for
long-established trends in Washington’s stance towards the region, Martini said. “The important consideration for Middle
East officials is discerning where
the
current
administration’s
policies break from longer-term
US strategic interests and thus
may be subject to reversal by fu-

(AP)

ture administrations,” he said.
Some of Trump’s positions, such
as his hard line towards Iran, could
change under the next president.
“Although this risks confusion
among allies and partners, it is
also a normal part of the US system,” Martini said.
Zogby said Middle Eastern politicians should be careful when
dealing with Trump. “He is a pitchman. Everything he does is a sales
pitch,” he said, “but none of the
great deals he has promised has
happened. If I had to work with
America, I would not have great
expectations.”
Their experience with the tumultuous political scenes in their
own countries could give Middle
Eastern officials a privileged vantage from which to observe the
Trump administration’s endeavours.
“I would argue that Middle Eastern officials are likely to understand the ever-shifting centres of
power, the personality politics and
the institutional rivalries that are
ongoing in Washington better than
American politicians themselves,”
Helfont said.

The US administration between Iraq and a hard place

Gregory Aftandilian

is a lecturer in the Pardee School of
Global Studies at Boston University
and a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

While Abadi is
grateful that the
United States
helped to retrain
the Iraqi Army after
its dismal
performance
against ISIS in 2014,
US largesse is not
what it used to be.

T

he recent offensive by
Iraqi troops to take the
multi-ethnic city of
Kirkuk and its oil fields
put the United States
in a difficult situation,
as it has been allied
with both the central Iraqi government and the Kurdish Regional
Government (KRG).
US policy has been to support the
central government of Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi, a Shia
politician who is considered more
moderate and inclusive than his
predecessor, Nuri al-Maliki. At the
same time, the United States has
worked closely with the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) for
several decades.
Militarily, the United States has
trained both the Iraqi Army and
the peshmerga, the Iraqi Kurdish
militia. Both forces have fought
successfully against the Islamic
State (ISIS) over the past couple of
years but, with ISIS in retreat and
with the Kurdish independence
referendum having caused so much
controversy within Iraq, the two
military forces have now set their
sights on each other.
Complicating matters is that the
Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF),
a mostly Shia group whose subcomponents often take orders from
Iran, have also mobilised to move
into the Kirkuk area.
Although the peshmerga,
under the control of the Kurdish
Democratic Party (KDP) of KRG
President Masoud Barzani, called
on all Iraqi Kurds to “resist and

defeat the attackers,” it appears that
the peshmerga under the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan (PUK), a rival
group that shared power in an
uneasy alliance with the KDP, made
a deal with the Iraqi central government to allow Iraqi troops to move
into Kirkuk without much resistance. This heightened tensions
within the Kurdish region of Iraq as
well as dissatisfaction among many
Kurds, particularly those living in
Kirkuk, who say the political leadership abandoned them.
The Pentagon, upset that its two
main allies in Iraq were in conflict,
issued a statement during the initial
fighting calling on both to avoid escalating actions that could detract
from the fight against ISIS. It has
active forces in western Iraq along
the Syrian border.
Nonetheless, US leverage seems
to be limited. The United States
failed to compel the KRG from having the independence referendum
despite many warnings, and Abadi
under pressure from other Iraqi
politicians, such as Maliki, to demonstrate toughness, went ahead
with a military offensive.
While Abadi is grateful that the
United States helped to retrain the
Iraqi Army after its dismal performance against ISIS in 2014 and US
air strikes assisted Iraqi Army and
special forces in taking the fight to
ISIS, US largesse is not what it used
to be.
For all of his talk against ISIS, US
President Donald Trump’s fiscal
2018 budget for Iraq includes less
than $1 billion from all accounts to

help the beleaguered Iraqi economy. It has paid a heavy price in the
ISIS conflict. Abadi not only faces
large budget deficits (approximately $20 billion a year) because of low
oil prices, high government expenditures on civil services salaries and
high defence spending, he has to
deal with hundreds of thousands of
internally displaced refugees from
the ISIS conflict as well as the enormous task of rebuilding the heavily
damaged cities such as Mosul that
will cost in the tens of billions of
dollars.
Trump and his team apparently
believe that they can assist Abadi
on the cheap or rely on the Saudis
and the other Gulf Arabs to foot the
bill. They are likely to be disappointed on both accounts. This
means Abadi will likely chart his
own course.
Although Kirkuk is back in Iraqi
government hands, the issue could
erupt again. The city lies just outside the boundaries of the KRG and
its final disposition (to become part
of the KRG or remain outside it)
was supposed to have been settled
by a referendum of the city’s inhabitants in 2007. However, the issue
was so controversial — the Kurds
claimed that Saddam Hussein
moved in thousands of ethnic Arabs
over the years to change the city’s
character while the Arabs and Turkmen of the city say they want to be
under the Iraqi central state — that
the plebiscite was delayed many
times. Then, in the summer of 2014
when ISIS was occupying part of
northern Iraq and the Iraqi Army

collapsed, the Kurds seized Kirkuk
and made it part of the KRG.
Kirkuk has both symbolic and
economic value for the Kurds. They
have often referred to the city as
their “Jerusalem” for historic and
nationalistic reasons. The city and
its environs have long held substantial oil resources, which the Kurds
were able to take since 2014 when
they incorporated Kirkuk into the
KRG and withheld these oil revenues from Baghdad when the Iraqi
central government helped up the
sharing of government revenues to
the Kurds.
Abadi, therefore, needed to show,
for his own political standing that
he will no longer tolerate the Kurds
keeping Kirkuk. At the same time,
he knows the military offensive
that reclaimed Kirkuk has bred
a great of resentment among the
Kurds and could explode into violence. For this reason, he has called
for dialogue between the central
government and the KRG.
So where is the United States in
this conflict? Initially, it took a neutral stand between the Iraqi government and the KRG, which many
Kurdish nationalists took as an
abandonment of their cause. Now
the United States simply hopes
that, with the situation “settled” in
that the 2014 borders between the
Iraqi central government and the
KRG have been re-established, the
issue will go away. However, it behoves Washington to mediate this
dispute diplomatically otherwise
Kirkuk could become a violent flash
point very soon.
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More than half of Austrians vote for anti-immigration party
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

W

ith more than 50%
of Austria’s electorate voting for a
right-wing, anti-immigration party, the
tide of nativist politics appears to be
rising in Europe.
“This is our time for real change,”
Sebastian Kurz, the 31-year-old
head of the Austrian People’s Party
(OVP) said following the party’s
electoral victory October 15. “There
is much to do. It’s time for a new
political style, time to create a new
political culture.”
For the European Union, Kurz’s
“new” political style and culture
are nothing new. “[This] is the latest manifestation of the right-ward
shift in European politics and the
consequence of adjustments conservative politicians are making to
attract a wider base,” Adham Sahloul, a programme assistant with
the Religion, Identity and Human
Rights Project at the Atlantic Council, said in an article for the thinktank’s website.
Preliminary
results
indicate
Kurz’s right-wing OVP finishing
with 31.5% of the vote, ahead of the
left-wing Social Democratic Party
(SPO), which came second with
26.9%, and the far-right Freedom
Party of Austria (FPO) third with
26%. Kurz is expected to become
chancellor as head of a right-wing
coalition government.
Kurz, who was Europe’s youngest foreign minister when he was
appointed in 2013, took over the
centrist OVP in May 2017, leading a
rebrand that saw the party move to
the right on several issues, notably
immigration. The election slogan
“Austrians First” won popular support at home and capitalised on
Kurz’s image as a strong proponent
of law and order.
During the campaign, Kurz appealed to right-wing voters with
pledges to shut down migrant

Rightward shift. Leader of Austrian People’s Party (OVP) Sebastian Kurz speaks to supporters in Vienna, on October 15.
routes to Europe, cap benefit payments to refugees and bar immigrants from receiving benefits until
they have lived in Austria for five
years.
“Kurz appealed to far-right voters
by co-opting core issues that were
part of the FPO’s platform — migration and security. He relied on talking points traditionally used by opponents of the EU’s refugee policy
on minimum quotas and called for
closed borders and deterring refugees from coming to Europe,” Sahloul said.
While the FPO — founded by
former Nazis in the 1950s — complained about Kurz’s OVP co-opting their issues during the election

campaign, both parties increased
their share of the vote.
This rise of right-wing voices is a
response to the influx of hundreds
of thousands of immigrants and refugees, mostly from the Middle East,
in recent years. The FPO, in particular, has stoked fears about Muslims
in Austria. “Islamisation must be

With more than 50%
of Austria’s
electorate voting for
a right-wing party,
the tide of nativist
politics appears to
be rising in Europe.

stopped” was one of its slogans.
Kurz also sought to exploit such
fears, pledging a ban on “Muslim
kindergartens” and to combat what
he described as a “parallel community” of Muslims in Austria — a term
he used frequently during the campaign.
A right-wing OVP-FPO coalition
government in Austria would likely
seek to further clamp down on immigration and promote nativist
policies.
“The difference between it [FPO]
and the OVP is one of degrees: While
Kurz’s OVP wants to fine migrants
who refuse to attend integration and
language classes, the FPO calls for
dropping such classes completely.

(AFP)

The FPO pledged to deny migrants
access to welfare payments altogether,” said Berlin-based political
analyst Paul Hockenos on CNN.
Austrian Muslims expressed concern about the vote result but called
for patience. “I’m concerned but
not afraid,” Omar al-Rawi, a Baghdad-born member of the Vienna
City Council, told Euronews.
“To see that Austria has a majority
of nearly 60% of right-wing voters is
not something that would make me
happy. I think anti-Muslim rhetoric
will continue but I know Austria is
strong enough to manage it.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

UNESCO gets the director it deserves

Francis Ghilès

Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.

The election of
former French
Minister of Culture
Audrey Azoulay as
director-general of
UNESCO marks the
triumph of
competence and
cultural diversity.

T

he election of former
French Minister of
Culture Audrey Azoulay as director-general of UNESCO over
Hamad bin Abdulaziz
al-Kawari, the former
minister of culture and member
of the royal family of Qatar, came
after three months of the kind of
horse trading the world has come to
expect for such senior international
posts.
The result came as a surprise to
many as Azoulay had only thrown
her hat into the ring last March,
strongly encouraged by then
French President François Hollande.
Her election marks the triumph
of competence and cultural diversity at a time when wounded identities are being paraded throughout
the world and rejection of the
“other” is encouraging the rise of
populist parties riding on a wave of
anti-Islamism throughout Europe.
That a woman of 45 whose background is Jewish and whose family
hails from Morocco should be the
second French person to be elected
in UNESCO’s history does credit to
the UN organisation and to its host
country, France.
The irony of Israel and the United
States leaving UNESCO just when
a Jewish woman is elected the
group’s leader will be lost on no
one.
After growing up in Paris in a
much-politicised family, Azoulay
studied at Sciences Po Paris, the
Ecole nationale d’administration,
the springboard of the senior
French civil service, and the University of Lancaster. She joined
the National Centre for Cinema

in Paris and, in 2014, was called to
Khattab, whom most Africans
Élysée Palace to become Hollande’s
favoured.
adviser on cultural affairs. In 2016
Fate, however, and good lobbyshe was appointed minister of
ing made the dice roll in a way few
culture.
had anticipated. To have a new
She faces a tough challenge as the
director who is French of Moroccan
United States, which cast its vote
origin and a fluent Arabic speaker
against her and provides 20% of the
suggests that the dialogue of civiliUNESCO budget, and Israel leave
sations still has bite.
the organisation.
Azoulay is the daughter of a senThe attitude of US President
ior adviser to the king of Morocco
Donald Trump is in line with the
and a mother who is a writer. Azougeneral US wish to retreat from the
lay’s father, André, spent 22 years,
international organisations. Since
until 1991, at Paribas where he rose
the end of the second world war,
to be executive vice-president and
US involvement has underpinned
covered the bank’s public affairs
international order and reladepartment. He returned to
tive peace among nations.
Morocco to advise King Has“UNESCO must enter the
san II on economic affairs
21st century and is facat a time of significant ecoing a crucial few years,”
nomic and financial reforms
Azoulay said, indicating
in the kingdom. He remains
she knows how tough her
an adviser to King Mohamnew job is.
med VI.
Coming from a regime
Throughout his career,
that is anything but
André Azoulay was indemocratic and showvolved in attempts to
ers money on the
bring about the recMuslim Brotheronciliation between
hood worldwide,
Jews and Arabs and
Kawari, 69, was
encourage the idea of
supported by
a two-state solution
most Arab
in the Palestinian
countries.
territories, an issue
He was
on which King Haswidely
san II was particuexpected
larly acto win
tive. André
after the
Azoulay is
withdrawpassional of the
ate when
Egyptian
he talks of
candidate,
relations
Last-minute winner. UNESCO’S new
former
between
elected director-general France’s Audrey
Minister
the world
of Culture Azoulay speaks to the media at the UNESCO of Islam
headquarters in Paris, on October 13.
(AP) and the
Moushira

West — it is his lifelong quest.
His wife, Katia, and he have
transmitted to their daughter (one
of three) Audrey a passion for
debate that is characteristic of so
many enlightened Jewish families.
It does not come as a surprise that
he sits on the boards of several economic and financial but also political institutions such as the Institut
Pierre Mendès France and YALA
(Young Arab Leaders for Peace). He
is a member of the Royal Academy
of Spain.
Katia and André Azoulay’s other
abiding love is for Essaouira, where
they were born and to whose history they have devoted two books.
They have helped revive this
sleepy port, which boasts a 16thcentury Portuguese fort, built on a
grid pattern by a French engineer
in the 18th century, by initiating
several music festivals every year,
ranging from classical to lyrical.
The Gnaoua World Music Festival
attracts hundreds of thousands
of visitors every summer and
the Printemps Musical des Alizés
brings to Essaouira the rich JudeoMuslim repertoire of the courts
of Spain and North Africa of the
Al-Andalus.
This attempt to keep alive and
perform a common heritage and
legacy of poetry and music in a
region suffused with Sufi Islam and
boasting a very old Jewish community by inviting on to the same
stage Muslims, Jews and Roma may
seem an attempt to defy gravity in
a world torn by conflicts of religion,
tribe and identity. The new director
of UNESCO is well-equipped to
meeting such a challenge head-on.
The wider world can only wish
her well.
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Algeria’s Sonatrach
having ‘hard time’
honouring deals
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

Bone of contention. An Iraqi oil employee checks pipelines at the Bai Hassan oil field, west of the
Iraqi city of Kirkuk, on October 19. 								
(AFP)

Baghdad’s seizure of Kirkuk
creates uncertainty around
Kurdish energy exports
Jareer Elass

Washington

T

he Kurdistan Regional
Government’s pursuit of
independence, largely
predicated on Erbil’s
ability to export oil and
natural gas, was dealt a severe
blow when Iraq’s federal government reclaimed much of the province of Kirkuk and key oil fields.
Baghdad’s capture of Kirkuk had
an immediate effect on oil production and exports from northern Iraq. Output from Kirkuk’s
Avana Dome and Bai Hassan oil
fields was halted as technicians
worked to restore production after government forces moved
into the province. Flows through
the Kurdish-Turkish crude export
pipeline fell about 600,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 240,000 bpd
by October 18.
Kirkuk’s inclusion in the September 25 referendum on independence was integral to the
vision of the Kurdish Regional
Government (KRG) of an independent state that could gain
economic and political legitimacy
built on energy exports. Erbil’s
ability to develop and export oil
and attract foreign investment
and expertise, along with the success of the Kurdish peshmerga
in helping rout the Islamic State
(ISIS) from Iraq, encouraged the
KRG to call the independence referendum.
The KRG, however, faces an
uphill battle as it confronts opposition from Baghdad and Washington, as well as from neighbouring Iran and Turkey. Both Tehran
and Ankara threatened economic
sanctions should Erbil attempt to
separate from Iraq.
Thanks to what appears to be a
serious breach between the KRG’s
dominant party, the Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP), and minority party, the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan (PUK), Iraqi government forces easily secured Kirkuk,
the 90,000 bpd Baba Dome oil

field and the Kirkuk refinery on
October 16. The next day government forces seized the Bai Hassan
and Avana Dome oil fields, which
together have been producing
about 275,000 bpd of crude.
Baghdad wasted little time in
asserting its authority over the
Kirkuk oil resources. An Iraqi Oil
Ministry spokesman said Oil Minister Jabar Ali al-Luaibi “sent a
request today to [British energy
giant] BP to quickly come in to begin studies and restart measures
to develop the oilfields in Kirkuk
province.”
The KRG had been in control of
Kirkuk and its oil fields since June
2014, when the Kurdish peshmerga took over after the Iraqi Army
fled the area as ISIS grabbed large
parts of northern Iraq.
Baghdad declared the seizure
of Kirkuk oil fields illegal but Erbil claimed it had moved in to
protect the area in the absence of
Iraqi government troops. The KRG
subsequently declared that it considered Kirkuk part of its territory
and Kirkuk became a bone of contention between Erbil and Baghdad. The inclusion of the Kirkuk
province in the KRG’s referendum
rankled Baghdad and spurred its
move to reclaim the territory.
It is unclear whether Kirkuk had
been part of a bargaining strategy

Baghdad’s capture of
Kirkuk had an
immediate effect on
oil production and
exports from
northern Iraq.

by the KRG to gain foreign support
for its independence push by dangling the possibility of lucrative
development contracts for Kirkuk
fields.
There is little doubt that Moscow had an interest in seeing a
positive referendum outcome. A
week before the vote, Russian oil
major Rosneft and the KRG said
the Russian energy firm would invest in a gas pipeline carrying as
much as 30 billion cubic metres of
gas to Turkey and European markets. Rosneft would also develop
five oil and gas fields in Iraqi Kurdistan.
The deal, which reportedly involves up to $1 billion of investments by Rosneft, would see the
gas pipeline completed in 2019 for
KRG domestic consumption with
exports to commence the following year.
The KRG had been exporting approximately 600,000 bpd of Kurdish and Kirkuk crude through the
Kurdish-Turkish export pipeline.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan cautioned Erbil that his
country could “close the valves”
on Kurdish exports through Ceyhan — the only true export route
— at any time. Ankara, however,
is dependent on Kurdish crude
for domestic use as well as the income derived from transit of KRG
exports.
Tehran and Erbil were reportedly in talks last year to build two
pipelines to carry crude from fields
under PUK control in Kurdistan to
Iran in a “swap” deal by which the
Kurdish oil would be consumed
domestically in Iran with the KRG
receiving crude in kind in the Gulf.
It is unclear how far those discussions went but it is significant
that, three months ago, Tehran
and Baghdad announced an agreement to construct a pipeline to export crude from Kirkuk through
Iran, enabling the Iraqi central
government to bypass the KRGCeyhan pipeline for Kirkuk sales.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues for
The Arab Weekly.

lgerian oil and gas
monopoly Sonatrach
is having a hard time
honouring deals with
foreign clients because
of leadership instability, red tape
and dwindling foreign investment, its chief executive officer
said.
Sonatrach, which controls the
production, transport and export
of Algeria’s oil and gas, has been
described as the lifeblood of Algeria, where oil and gas revenue accounts for 60% of the state budget
and 95% of foreign currency earnings.
However, the governmentowned company, which has
57,000 employees and 154 business affiliates, has run into financial trouble and is unlikely to deliver its target output.
“The situation of Sonatrach
is not very good,” CEO Abdelmoumen Ould Kaddour said at a
conference earlier this month attended by top Sonatrach officials.
“The current circumstances of
the hydrocarbons market make
the tasks of the company more difficult. Sonatrach has a hard time
honouring its commitments and
contracts.”
Ould Kaddour noted that the
company, which encountered
“multiple difficulties in production, selling and financing of investment projects” over the past
several years, “must revise its
whole strategy to optimise the
management and functioning of
the company and increase output.”
Algeria is reliant on Sonatrach
to keep its economy afloat as its
plans to tap into shale gas reserves are not estimated to bear
fruit for at least five years. The
country also hopes that altering
its hydrocarbon legislation next
April will draw foreign investors
and expand oil and gas production.
Sonatrach has been jolted
by unstable leadership, going
through six CEOs in seven years.
The company is under the direct
control of the Energy Ministry,
making the top position vulnerable to a changing political atmosphere.
Successive governments have
blamed any economic difficulties on Sonatrach officials. Several company officials have been
sacked over allegations of graft or
claims of incompetence.
Experts said the instability was
a hindrance to foreign invest-

ment when many are wondering
whether ailing Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika will soon be
replaced.
Kaddour, an oil expert, previously acted as CEO of Sonatrach’s
joint venture with US company
Brown and Root-Condor. He has
close ties to former Energy Minister Chakib Khelil, also a close
friend of Bouteflika, and is backed
by top military officers, who see
him as key to drawing in more US
investors.
Foreign technology and money
are crucial to boosting Algeria’s
con
ventional reserves and tapping into shale gas but the country
has not attracted significant interest. During its last three licensing
tenders, Algeria received bids for
only 25% of concessions on offer.
“Agents of change within
Sonatrach are called upon to bring
forward their creativity and spirit
of commitment and responsibility to implement our project of
change to improve Sonatrach’s
performance,” Kaddour said.
For all its troubles, Sonatrach
remains an energy giant. The
company was behind 32 of the last
33 oil and gas discoveries in 2016
in Algeria and carried out seismic
studies over nearly 11,000 sq.km
last year. Of the 191 million tonnes
of equivalent oil produced in Algeria in 2015, Sonatrach produced
144 million tonnes. The rest was
produced with foreign partners.

Sonatrach has been
jolted by unstable
leadership, going
through six CEOs in
seven years.
Sonatrach,
however,
risks
financial exhaustion if it continues exploring the 1.5 million
sq.km of potentially oil-rich land,
mostly in difficult areas of the
country’s vast desert, alone, experts said.
Algeria’s oil-and-gas output
stayed nearly flat for a decade before 2016 when it inched up due
to a rise in gas output. Algeria’s oil
reserves total 12.2 billion barrels
of oil, making it one of Africa’s top
three oil producers.
Its production output and reserves are being depleted at a
faster rate than Saudi Arabia’s,
however. At its current rate of
production, Algeria’s reserves will
last 36 years, estimates stated.
Algeria’s crude oil output is
1.3 million barrels per day (bpd),
down from 1.33 million bpd
a year ago.

In trouble. Sonatrach’s CEO Abdelmoumen Ould Kaddour (C) talks
to employees at a gas site in Hassi R’mel, last July.
(Reuters)
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Gulf countries offering international
investment opportunities in health care
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

shortage of hospitals,
clinics and related infrastructure, along with an
increasing
population
and official push to promote medical tourism, makes the
health care sector in the Gulf region
a promising area for investment.
The increasing emphasis on
health care as part of economic
plans is exemplified in the UAE Vision 2021 and Saudi Vision 2030.
Both countries are promoting public-private partnerships to finance
health-care projects.
“Dubai needs 1,000 hospital beds
in the next five years just to keep
pace with the growing population
growth, which translates to seven
hospitals, at around 150 beds per
hospital,” said Craig Plumb, head
of research at Jones Lang LaSalle
MENA.
“At the same time, for investors
looking for alternatives from the
crowded residential, offices, retail
and hotel sectors, health care is
a promising area that is not welldeveloped or uniform across the
region.”
Jones Lang LaSalle said healthcare spending in the MENA region
is expected to grow to almost $150
billion in 2020, with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) accounting for approximately $70 billion of
that figure — a compound growth
rate of more than 12%.
Plumb attributed the main drivers behind this to growing populations, the need to match healthcare spending as a percentage
of GDP when compared to other
developed countries, increasing
prevalence of lifestyle diseases,
mandatory health insurance policies being rolled out across the GCC
by 2020 and a thrust in some countries such as the United Arab Emirates to develop health and wellness
industries.
The UAE has been a huge growth
story, with emphasis on infrastructure spending, job creation, tourism

London

T

he main benefits of shariacompliant banking are low
risk and high investment,
which are imperative in
the economic climate in
Britain as the country battles to
remain “strong and stable” post
Brexit vote. British Foreign Minister
Boris Johnson unveiled his vision
on Brexit without consulting Prime
Minister Theresa May and the party
infighting reflects how unstable
Britain’s position is on Europe.
The cost of Brexit to British firms
is estimated at $5.3 billion a year,
which would trigger enormous disruption and competitive pressures.
Brexit is damaging the economy
and there is a warning that Britain
may lose 40,000 jobs in investment
banking unless a better deal is offered. Declining real estate prices
and the depreciation of the pound
represents the drop in business confidence. The question is whether
the United Kingdom will be able to
retain its role as the leader in Europe’s financial powerhouse.
London is a captive market for
Islamic finance. The London stock
exchange has 65 Islamic bonds
listed with issuances totalling $48
billion. Miles Celic from TheCityUK
said: “Islamic finance institutions
and Muslim investors specifically
use the UK as an investment base,

Turkish, Iranian
central banks
agree to trade in
local currencies
The central banks of Turkey and
Iran formally agreed to trade in local currencies, Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim said. The move is
aimed at increasing bilateral trade.
The Iranian rial and Turkish lira
will be easily converted to help reduce the costs of currency conversion and transfer for traders. The
countries had been using euros.
“Trading with local currencies is
the most significant step to improving economic ties. The central banks
of both countries agreed on this issue and they will inform other banks
about how the deal will be applied,”
Yildirim said at a news conference
with Iranian First Vice-President Eshaq Jahangiri.

Promising sector. Official opening of King College Hospital London’s new Medical Centre in
Jumeirah.
					
(Dubai King’s College Hospital UAE)
and real estate, Plumb observed.
“It becomes harder to grow when
you already have an advanced
infrastructure in place,” he said.
“The need then arises for quality
soft infrastructure, like education
and health care. With the pressure
on government budgets, they are
reaching out to the private sector to
invest. We may very well see property trusts invest in the health-care
sector.”
While acknowledging that funds
not familiar with health-care industry may not be attracted to investing in hospitals, Plumb said great
opportunities exist in areas such as
clinics, pharmacies, diagnostic services, medical schools and training.
“Already we are seeing clinics being
incorporated into shopping malls
and office complexes,” Plumb said.
The GCC is witnessing an expansion of health-care groups such
as London-listed and Abu Dhabiheadquartered NMC Healthcare,
which entered Saudi Arabia last
year, acquiring a 70% stake in As
Salama Hospital in Al Khobar. This
year it is investing $40 million to acquire two multi-speciality hospitals

in Saudi Arabia.
Dr Azad Moopen, managing director of Aster DM Healthcare, emphasised the role of the private sector in filling the health-care gaps.
“We see the private sector
health-care players as crucial to
bringing in the latest in innovation
and international standards of care
to meet local needs,” Moopen said.
“Of course, the success of the private sector in any industry is maximised by having strong governmental partners.”
He said governments in the region were far-sighted and saw the
value in the public-private partnerships to achieve ambitious goals.
Health care has been positioned as
a priority sector by many governments in the GCC “to achieve their
vision of world-class medical care,”
Moopen said.
The ageing population and prevalence of lifestyle diseases, such
as diabetes and hypertension,
along with a huge increase in obesity, “will prove to be a big toll on
health-care sector if not addressed
properly,” he added.
Aster DM Healthcare Group,

which has been present in GCC
countries for 30 years, operates
nine hospitals in the GCC, 87 clinics and 202 pharmacies. “There are
four more hospitals in the pipeline
and many more clinics and pharmacies to be opened in the near
future. We see the prospects for
health-care business opportunities in some of the undersupplied
countries in the region,” Moopen
said.
International and multispecialty
health-care groups such as Mediclinic Middle East and Cleveland
Clinic Abu Dhabi already have a position in the UAE. Last month, the
world-renowned teaching hospital
King’s College Hospital London expanded its UAE footprint by opening a state-of-the-art, Dubai-based
medical centre. It also operates a
medical centre in Abu Dhabi.
The King’s College Hospital UAE
is backed by the Al Tayer Group,
Dubai Investments Industries and
Ashmore Group.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Growing demand by UK banks for Islamic finance
Suddaf Chaudry

Briefs

rather than considering the UK as a
gateway to the rest of the EU.”
A CityUK report titled “Global
trends in Islamic finance and the UK
market” indicated there are more
banks in the United Kingdom offering Islamic financial banking than
any other Western country. Twenty
UK banks — five that are considered
fully sharia compliant — offer Islamic finance. That is double the number in the United States.
One option for the United Kingdom to facilitate growth is to enhance its unique position of being
the first country outside the Islamic
world to hold a sukuk. The bond was
oversubscribed and orders totalled
more than $3 billion from domestic
and international financial institutions. Malaysia has dominated the
global sukuk market. Its success
is based on tangible assets rather
than speculation on unknown financial instruments. The comprehensive regulatory infrastructure
underpinned by sharia framework
has been critical to the Malaysian
growth model.
Zeeshan Uppal, from Yielders,
Britain’s first sharia-certified fintech
company, said London could become a centre for Islamic finance. He
said that, although the lion’s share is
in the Middle East and Far East Asia,
there is ample opportunity based on
institutional level investment, with
several banks offering Islamic finance, an indication that the industry is growing in Europe. He said the
United Kingdom is poised to lead

the continued growth.
Many analysts say there is no difference between the structure of
modern Islamic banking and the
secular variety. Tarek el-Diwany,
senior director at Kreatoc Zest, said:
“Both systems are capable of crashing and both tend to increase wealth
inequality over time.”
Key developments in London
supported by sharia-compliant financings, such as Chelsea Barracks,
Olympic Village, Shard and the
Battersea Power Station sites, indicate that the industry is growing.
However, funding of projects using
Islamic financing is not Londoncentric. A pitch book of 18 regeneration projects was announced in 2015
to regenerate the country North to
South.
Diwany said the United Kingdom
was more attractive than other European markets due to British regulators and financial institutions being the first in the West to recognise
the opportunities. He said that is
due to the United Kingdom being
involved at the initial stage of the
Islamic banking and finance experiment.
The United Kingdom influenced
the direction of development, Diwany noted, saying “not everybody
thinks their influence was benign.”
There has been a critique of overstating the growth level of Islamic financial assets, which account for 2%
of global finance. Mahmoud el-Gamal, chairman of Islamic Economics at Rice University’s economics

department, said: “Islamic finance
merely replicates what is already
available albeit inefficiently.”
Islamic finance has been accused
of being incapable of solving practical problems due to its focus on cultural identity, which is regarded as
an effective marketing ploy but creates unnecessary transaction costs.
Diwany said it would be helpful
for Western countries if Islamic institutions “didn’t go so heavy on the
Islamic and cultural language.” He
pointed out that it is important to
delve deeper to “determine what is
beneath the mask.” He said this was
possible by creating financial products that are marketed effectively
to a larger demographic and would
increase growth.
Uppal said: “We created Yielders
to democratise finance, provide a
community with the confidence to
invest with very little and receive a
good return.”
Some convergence is required
with Brexit but the United Kingdom
is hungry for alternatives. Islamic
finance is a young entity but it may
be a viable alternative in creating essential fiscal confidence.
As the demand for Islamic finance
grows in London, bankers hope the
government does not introduce legislation that affects sharia financing;
otherwise, the future remains uncertain.
Suddaf Chaudry is a journalist who
focuses on the Middle East and
South Asia.

(Reuters)

Financial, security
woes put Libyan
oil recovery on
shaky ground
Libya’s oil production revival is
being undermined by the same financial, economic and security
problems that threaten the promise
of stability and a better life for the
divided North African country.
Libya surprised observers when it
raised oil output fourfold to around
1 million barrels per day (bpd),
boosting its only significant source
of income.
Continued disruptions by local
groups demanding a share of the
revenues, as well as a lack of funds
for maintenance and investment,
have prevented the National Oil Corporation (NOC) from consolidating
gains, oil officials, engineers at the
major fields and analysts said.
(Reuters)

Glencore, Qatar
finalise Rosneft
deal
The consortium controlled by
commodities giant Glencore and
Qatar’s sovereign fund announced a
$9.2 billion deal to sell a 14% stake in
Russian oil giant Rosneft to Chinese
conglomerate CEFC.
The sale would yield about $4.7
billion plus “the amount of euros
arising from the conversion” of $4.6
billion into euros “at a five-day average exchange rate at the date of payment,” Glencore said in a statement.
The deal leaves Glencore with
0.5% and Qatar’s fund with 4.8% in
the Russian oil company.
(Agence France-Presse)

Oil producers may
not need to extend
cuts: Kuwait
Oil producers may not need to roll
over a deal to cut production beyond March if all members comply
with their pledges, the Kuwaiti oil
minister said.
“The current reduction deal is sufficient to achieve the desired purpose,” of rebalancing the oil market,
Kuwait Oil Minister Essam Marzouk
said at the opening of an oil conference.
(Agence France-Presse)
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The problem is not
migration but the
system that breeds it

I

llegal migration, undocumented workers, perilous
journeys, rubber dinghies:
These expressions have
become increasingly
common since 2015. In
Western countries, migration has often been perceived
as a scourge. For migrants, the
prospect of relocating to the
West represents an opportunity
and a dream of a better life in a
safer home.
“You have to understand, that
no one puts their children in a
boat unless the water is safer
than the land,” wrote SomaliBritish poet Warsan Shire.
Unfortunately, the water has
become safer than the land in
conflict-ridden countries such
as Syria, Libya and Iraq, where
violence is perpetrated indiscriminately.

Western
countries,
which have
been presenting
themselves as
true upholders
of human rights
and freedom,
have failed in
adopting
adequate
policies to assist
beleaguered
countries.
Despite the world’s uproar
about the dangers of harga (illegal migration), the trend continues. The dream of a distant
land — even one that must be
travelled to in rubber dinghies
over the depths of the sea — has
become more clement than the
economic and social realities in
many countries.
If Arab countries continue to
fail their youth, kill their dreams
and rob them of their collective and individual rights, why
would they be expected to stay?
The blame, however, cannot
be levelled on Arab countries
alone. The responsibility for the
rise in migration flows falls on
all parties without exception.
Western countries, which have
been presenting themselves as
true upholders of human rights
and freedom, have failed in
adopting adequate policies to
assist beleaguered countries.
They have instead tightened
their focus on protecting Europe
from migration influxes.
When did “illegal” migration
really start?
Migration has existed since
the earliest days of humankind
when people moved from one
place to another due to changing climates and landscape or in
search of food or resources. Migration only became “legal” or
“illegal” when restrictions were
imposed on free movement.
By the end of the 17th century,
some “liberal” thinkers, notably
John Locke, questioned the rul-

ers’ rights to restrict movement.
This intellectual cause was
reinforced by a new school of
economics led by Adam Smith,
who preached the virtues of free
trade and free market economics. As countries embraced these
principles, border controls were
relaxed and people in the West
were largely free to come and go
as they pleased.
The 19th century, however,
was marked by significant
changes in the flow of migration. No longer were Europeans
relocating from developed countries to the various regions of
the Americas but migrants from
less developed regions were
streaming north — from Africa to
France. With this shift came increased racism and xenophobia.
Some European countries
that had been open to political
refugees during the second half
of the 19th century imposed
restrictions on immigration.
This was compounded by a
series of revolutions in 1848 that
produced a flood of political
refugees in Europe.
It now seems that history is
repeating itself: A series of uprisings that began in 2010 in the
Arab region yielded economic
crises, social unrest and, in
some cases, violence that morphed into civil wars. Increased
hardships led to an unprecedented wave of migration to
Europe, which was labelled “a
crisis” in 2015.
An irrational fear of Muslim
migrants was especially palpable, even as migrants were
drowning in record numbers.
Antagonism towards Muslims
grew even more following an
unprecedented series of attacks
by Islamist terrorists.
The European Union’s law
enforcement agency Europol
said Islamist attacks in Europe
increased from four in 2014 to
17 in 2015. In 2016, a total of 135
people died in ten Islamist attacks in Europe.
History is also repeating itself
in terms of reactions: Nationalists and far-right groups are
capitalising on “terrorism” by
pointing to security concerns
that migrants might pose in
host countries. The end product is the same: Racism, fear
and tighter restrictions. Not
the slightest attempt is made to
understand migration as a phenomenon, including push and
pull factors.
Stability, security, reform,
justice, economic opportunities
and respect for human rights
are the keys to stopping this
phenomenon.
It is time for the West to reconsider its bigoted stereotypes.
Since 2015, public opinion in the
West, influenced by nationalist
movements, has shifted towards
endorsing these stereotypes,
reducing Arab migrants or
refugees to the most negative
qualities of a few.
Travel bans, tighter restrictions and naval patrols do not
constitute an adequate response
to “illegal” migration. What
is needed more than ever are
measures to make all lands safe
and prosperous for their
inhabitants.

Harga. Relatives of Tunisian migrants, who drowned when their boat sank in a collision with a navy
vessel, react as they leave a hospital morgue after identifying the bodies of their families in Sfax, on
October 17. 									
(Reuters)

Tragic drownings
prompt soul-searching
over fate of Tunisian youth
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he drowning of at least 34
young Tunisians trying
to reach Italy prompted
soul-searching
about
why large numbers of
Tunisia’s youth are leaving the
country despite its democratic
transition.
A rickety boat carrying about
100 illegal migrants collided with
a Tunisian naval vessel off the
coast of Kerkennah, resulting in
the deaths. The accident October
9 stirred anger among Tunisians
who say the government has not
done enough for its youth.
Tunisian President Beji Caid
Essebsi called on Prime Minister
Youssef Chahed to identify those
responsible for the deaths. Chahed
had called the collision a “national
disaster.”
Mounir Hanablia, a Tunisian
cardiologist, echoed those words.
“What happened… was a huge national disaster that must shake up
our collective consciousness if we
believe we are still one nation,” he
said.
“Many illegal migrants from
various nationalities have died
during risky journeys in the Mediterranean but this is the first time
a boat crammed with illegal migrants was slammed by the vessel
of the navy from the country of
migrants.”
The drownings come amid a
wave of illegal migration from Tunisia when overall migration to
Europe was falling.
Flavio Di Giacomo, spokesman
for the International Organisation
for Migration (IOM), said earlier in
October that 1,400 Tunisians had
arrived in Lampedusa and western
Sicily in September.
The IOM said the number of
migrants attempting to cross the
Mediterranean had dropped to
143,000 from January 1 to October 11, compared to 318,700 in the
same period in 2016. The change
was attributed to a decline in illegal migration from Niger and to
new measures enforced in Libya.
Reports by the Tunisian Forum
for Economic and Social Rights
(FTDES) said many in Tunisia still
wish to migrate, however. A 2017
report said half of young Tunisians

from low-income areas had considered leaving the country and
one-third said they were prepared
to do so illegally.
A report by the forum said 40%
of all Tunisians hope to leave the
country and that families often
carry the cost of illegal journeys.
“What is happening to a great
number of our youth is the logical
result of our collective failure to
give them hope, courage and open
the ways for them to prevent their
disappointment and their deliberate departure to meet death and
get lost,” wrote Khaled Haddad in
an editorial in the Arabic daily Al
Chourouk.
“The loss of the potential of our
youth at a crucial time of the demographic transition in the country is the proof and the evidence
of our failure to take advantage of
the youth’s potential before our
society turns increasingly older,”
he added.
Local demographers warned
that Tunisia could, like Europe,
soon face an ageing population
problem, as the number of people
60 years or older has disproportionately risen in the last two decades.
A significant majority of Tunisia’s approximately 11 million
people are aged 15-59, the demographers added but such a “golden
age” has come with a significant

No one risks his life
and throws himself to
the death at the sea if
he does not feel
symbolically rejected
by his country.

Tunisian sociologist
Amel Moussa

unemployment problem. Most
of the country’s 650,000 unemployed are young and more than
100,000 teenagers drop out of
school every year, the majority
without mastering a second language or employable skills.
Many are disenchanted and
speak out against the country’s
elites on social media. “This country failed to give me a decent education or a decent job. It left me
with no choice but to leave it and
migrate,” read one typical comment.
Following the recent disaster, government spokesman Iyad
Dahmani prompted anger after
telling a local radio station that
illegal migration by young Tunisians was a trend dating to the
1990s and that leaving the country
showed a lack of national loyalty.
Tunisian sociologist Amel Moussa responded that “no one risks
his life and throws himself to the
death at the sea if he does not feel
symbolically rejected by his country.”
“I think that the sense of belonging to a country is not a slogan but
should stem from tangible things
like a job, stability and the existence of ruling elites that work to
meet our expectations,” Moussa
said.
Journalist Soufiene Lassouad
writing in Al Chourouk, said “the
‘crime’ of the boats carrying thousands of young Tunisians daily to
Italy is shared by all politicians
who lied to the Tunisians over
the past seven years and promised they would make good about
achieving their dreams.”
“Tunisians are regretting now
the bygone days before 2011 when
the prices were not high and the
flow of lies was not so broad,” he
added.
Mohammed Kasdallah, a retired
army colonel, dismissed allegations that Tunisian soldiers were
responsible for the drowning incident and expressed shock over
anti-military sentiments on social
media.
Writing in Business News magazine, Kasdallah said: “My God,
why do such tension, resentment,
hatred and grudges exist? Why are
we so bitter, disappointed and defeated that we plunge our beautiful country into an unbearable atmosphere of mistrust, suspicion,
fear and death?”
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Greening the Camps brings food and hope to refugees
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

A

group of self-motivated
young people have embarked on a unique venture to design, develop,
build and maintain rooftop gardens in Palestinian refugee
camps in Jordan. It is expected that
the gardens would enable residents
to grow vegetables and reconnect
with their heritage of farming.
Greening the Camps, a non-profit
organisation, is led by foreign and
local volunteers from different
backgrounds who share a passion
for the environment and making
the world a better place.
Machiel
van
Nieuwenhove,
Greening the Camps’ 25-year-old
co-founder and designer, described
the initiative as “a dream that has
become practice.”
“It is a realisation of theory and
research by design. Imagined by
the brains and built by the hands of
many volunteers, this incremental
project carries a tangible vision for
a green and common future of plenty for all,” van Nieuwenhove said.
The initiative was tested at Jadal
for Knowledge and Culture centre,
an open space for activities in Amman.
“On Jadal’s roof and by reconstructing the existing shacks we
were able to build two greenhouses,
one to provide shelter for non-season-related plants while the second
is home to hydroponic cultivation,
a method to grow plants with nutrient water instead of soil,” he said.
To keep up the high standard of
environmental friendly farming,
the team built an organic compost
installation that provides nourishing soil and extracted juice that is
used as natural fertiliser known as
“compost tea.”
“After six months of working on
the first experimental rooftop farm
at the centre, we saw growing interest in the project,” van Nieuwen-

hove said. “We saw this as a sign
that we are doing well regarding
urban farming in general and in the
camps in particular.”
Greening the Camp’s next project
is to take place at Jerash Camp, one
of ten officially recognised Palestinian refugee camps in Jordan and
home for more than 29,000 people.
It is among the poorest in Jordan.
More than half of the people there
live below the national poverty
line.
“When analysing the natural
environment, we noticed that the
dense concrete fabric of the camp
lacks the necessary fertile lands.
This scarcity of green space in combination with an acute shortage of
water in the region has caused a
severe disconnection of the current
generation with agriculture,” van
Nieuwenhove said.
The project in Jerash camp is to
be built with the help of local volunteers on the 80 sq. metre rooftop
of a vocational school, using materials from the camp itself.
“Rooftop gardens insert a green
oasis where the community can
grow its own food, find rest and foster their connection with nature,”
van Nieuwenhove said. “We envision our project as a step towards
improving the refugees’ living situation.”
Greening the Camps volunteers
are from various countries, including Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Sudan, Czech Republic, Canada, Denmark, the United States,
Italy, Syria, the Palestinian territories, Iraq and Jordan.
Funding is a main challenge that
the group is facing, van Nieuwenhove noted. “Without funding, the
work goes slower but the financial
limitation has a positive side. Since
every dollar is valuable to us, we
think and rethink every investment,” he said.
“It also drives us towards recycling every resource we can possibly find. That’s the way we should
work in the camps. Making prototypes accessible and replicable to a

Unique venture. Greenhouses built on the rooftop of Jadal Centre for Culture and Knowledge
in Amman.
(Greening the Camps)
large audience, cheap and easy, yet
of high quality and durable.”
Another challenge is water scarcity. While Amman is supplied once
a week with water, camps have access to water every two weeks or
once a month.
“We are doing calculations for
how to build a rainwater harvesting
installation to gather enough water
in winter to supply a rooftop farm
for an entire year,” van Nieuwenhove pointed out.
He said turning consumers into
producers makes them more independent financially. “Growing your
own food and selling the surplus
helps a family save money that can
be spent on a wider diet or better
health care and education,” he said.
“Moreover, a spacious outlet, access to healthy food and physically

The project helps
refugees gain a
sustainable
livelihood by
growing their own
vegetables on
rooftops.

relieving work in an emancipating project for both genders will,
hopefully, improve the mental and
physical health as well as the financial situation of families.”
“If our organisation can play
even the smallest role in strengthening people in these fields, we are
proud to do so… A well-fed and educated refugee is a stronger person
than a deprived refugee struggling
for justice,” he added
Greening the Camps has been
depending on the private sector for
funding, van Nieuwenhove said.
“There is no involvement from
the government yet,” he said. “We
are looking into the private sector
to find the right partners.”
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.

Will the once thriving ‘Vatican of Baghdad’ ever return?
Robert Ewan

London

B

aghdad’s Christian neighbourhood of al-Doura
was once thriving with
churches and Christian
institutions that earned
it the nickname of “the Vatican of
Baghdad.” After the US-led invasion
of Iraq in 2003, the district was subjected to an ethnic cleansing spree
by al-Qaeda extremists, who drove
out the Christians and confiscated
their property. At one point, US soldiers called it “the most dangerous
place in Iraq.”
The neighbourhood’s Christian
identity developed after the British
quit Iraq in 1955. Under an agreement they made on departure,
members of the RAF Iraq Levies,
a force made up primarily of Iraqi
Christian Assyrians, settled in alDoura in south-western Baghdad. A
nearby oil refinery provided jobs for
many of the area’s new inhabitants.
Al-Doura became a suburb of
beauty with shaded streets, eucalyptus trees and neat gardens that
would fit in any British suburb. Regina Khamoo, one of the earliest
residents of the neighbourhood,
said: “Those were days of happiness. Most people were poor by today’s economic standards but they
were rich in moral value. We all
lived just like members of one big
family.”
Reverend Ishmael Tamras of the
Assyrian Church of the East in London said: “Immediately after our
relocation, we began building our
churches and places of worship.
The chanting and chiming of bells

Beleaguered district. A file picture shows an Iraqi police officer
standing guard outside a Christian church in Baghdad’s al-Doura
district. 						
(Reuters)
ascended from various ends of alDoura.”
Churches, a monastery and a
pontifical college were built by various Christian denominations. The
booming neighbourhood attracted
more middle-class families and
became home to more than 5,000
families, one of the biggest Christian communities in Iraq.
Iraqi Christians, like their Muslim compatriots, suffered during
the 1980-88 Iraq-Iran war. Al-Doura
was transformed by the bloody conflict, which altered the course of its

history. Coffins of soldiers killed in
battle arrived almost daily. Grieving
parents and relatives would gather
to mourn their loved ones.
“Almost every day a van would
arrive with a casket draped in an
Iraqi flag,” said Ashur Ninos, a teenager at the time. “We could hear the
screams and wailing of the parents.
The neighbourhood turned into a
funeral city.”
Bombing during the war to end
Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait in 1991
wrecked the civilian infrastructure and institutions of Iraq. UN-

imposed economic sanctions on
Iraq lasted 13 years. “People passed
their days in a bitter and wearisome
struggle to earn a living. Thousands
of Christians left al-Doura for better living conditions abroad,” said
Rita Georges, who lived under
the sanctions.
After Saddam Hussein defeated
the Iraqi uprising following his
eviction from Kuwait, he deliberately allowed Sunni hardliners to
live in al-Doura to defend Baghdad’s southern flank in the event
of another rebellion in Iraq’s Shiadominated south. The neighbourhood became predominantly Sunni
with Christians reduced to small
enclaves.
After Saddam’s toppling by the
US-led invasion, Iraq lost all semblance of order. Al-Doura fell under
the sway of insurgents and became
a hornet’s nest of sectarian violence, forcing the remaining Christians to abandon their homes.
As foreign Islamic fighters flooded into Iraq, the neighbourhood became one of Baghdad’s most notorious al-Qaeda strongholds. In 2004,
the US Army fought pitched battles
with al-Qaeda fighters there.
US Army Lieutenant-Colonel
James R. Crider wrote in the professional journal of the US Army:
“Al-Doura was a place that al-Qaeda
felt it could and must hold on to.
This Sunni neighbourhood was important to al-Qaeda because it was
readily accessible from the southern belts where al-Qaeda remained
largely unchallenged. It offered insurgents passage over the Tigris to
the Shia-dominated areas.”
The US Army used Babel Pontifical College in the neighbourhood as
a command post. The Reverend Na-

dheer Dako of the Chaldean Catholic
mission in London, said: “This controversial move further increased
resentment towards Iraqi Christians
as they were seen as America’s fifth
column, even though they did not
hand over the building to the Americans. Violence against al-Doura’s
Christians increased in its ferocity.
We found ourselves in Baghdad offering sanctuary to the displaced
people.”

Many who left
al-Doura didn’t sell
their properties,
with the hope that
one day they might
return.
Some residents of al-Doura resettled in Ankawa, a northern Iraq area
that is regarded as housing the largest concentration of Christians in
Iraq. Just as in the 1950s, they built
churches and religious institutions.
Many who left al-Doura didn’t sell
their properties, with the hope that
one day they might return.
“For me, al-Doura was a dream
that shone in the firmament of my
life and then went out; it was a
paradise Adam himself would envy
but I wonder if I will ever hear the
chanting and chiming of bells that
once ascended from various ends of
place,” said Ashur Petrous, a former
al-Doura resident who now lives in
Canada.
Robert Ewan is a British-Iraqi
freelance journalist and author
with a particular interest in Iraqi
affairs.
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Terrorism, extremism
and refugees at Beirut’s
International Film Festival

Olivier Sarbil’s Mosul
documentary sheds
different light on front line
Nazli Tarzi

London

G

Samar Kadi

Beirut

W

orld-renowned
movie
directors,
producers and actors treaded the distinctive blue carpet
of Beirut’s International Film Festival (BIFF) as Turkish and Iranian
productions claimed most of the
prizes.
Celebrating 20 years since it was
launched, BIFF offered a rich programme that featured films that
had won global awards or had been
screened in international festivals.
The Middle Eastern short films category featured 18 entries and Middle Eastern documentaries had five
from the Arab region, Turkey and
Iran.
“It is BIFF’s 20th anniversary,
though it is the 17th edition because the festival did not take place
over three years due to insecurity
and conflict (2006 war with Israel),”
said Elias Doummar, film programmer and BIFF co-organiser.
“The festival was born in 1997,
when Lebanon was undergoing a
massive reconstruction after the
civil war, with an aim to reinstate
Beirut’s position as a cultural hub
in the region and to place it back on
the worldwide map of film-making,
pushing the boundaries set by a
region in constant turmoil,” Doummar said.
He stressed that, since the beginning, “BIFF’s aim was to transmit
Lebanese cinema to the world and
to bring the best of international
film festivals to Lebanon.
“Also, we have great talents in
the region, and thanks to the space
of freedom of expression available
in Lebanon, the Beirut festival has
become the best platform in the
region for Arab and international
film-makers to convey their messages and ideas.”
Productions making it to this
year’s edition dealt mainly with
such timely issues as terrorism,
religious extremism, refugees and
rights of marginalised groups in
addition to social issues. Daily life
challenges and romance were also
highly featured in documentaries
and short films entries.
“The selection takes
into
consideration
basic criteria, notably the film’s quality in terms of acting, direction and
script but the festival is also on the
side of the youth,
providing

Unique moments. Beirut International Film Festival Director
Colette Nawfal (L) with “La Cordillera” director Santiago Mitre (R)
and actress Dolores Fonzi at the opening of the Beirut International
Film Festival.
(BIFF)
them with a platform to make their
voice heard. They are free to speak
out about their concerns, fears and
problems which reflect the issues
in their society,” Doummar said.
The blue carpet that the festival
displays, instead of the red carpet
as a symbol of dislike of over-extravagant events, is meant to break
obstacles between participants, the
audience and the prominent festival guests.
“All the young talents, famous
directors, producers, scriptwriters
and actors get the chance to meet
and mingle. The festival is a bridge
between international figures in
the movie world and the talents
from the region,” Doummar said.
This year’s festival included cinema figures such as the founder and
director of Telluride Film Festival,
Tom Luddy; co-director of Telluride Julie Huntsinger; international
directors Fisher Stevens and Michel
Hazanavicius and Italian director
Gianfranco Rosi.
The festival, which ran October 4-12, opened with “La
Cordillera,” a feature film by
Argentinian director Santiago Mitre, about fictional Argentinian President Herman
Blanco, for whom the personal
is political. It closed with “Loving Vincent” by British director Hugh Welchman about the
last days in the life of Dutch
painter Vincent van Gogh.
Both Mitre and Welchman
attended the screening of
their films.
Among the other 14
feature films screened
in the International
Panorama
category:
“The Killing of a Sacred Deer” by Greek
director Yorgos Lanthimos, which won the
Best Scenario Award
at this year’s Cannes
Film Festival; “Wind
River” by American
director Taylor Sheridan, which already garnered critical accolades;
“A Prayer Before Dawn” by
French director Jean-Stephane

Great talent. Saudi director Bader Alhomoud holds the Jury Special
prize for a Short Film at the Beirut International Film Festival. (BIFF)

Sauvaire; “Yom Lel Settat” (“A Day
for Women”) by Egyptian director
Kamla Abou Zekri about the social,
psychological and emotional life of
the women living in Egypt’s shabby
neighbourhoods; and “Becoming Cary Grant” by British director
Mark Kidel about the troubled life
of the Hollywood star.
The Documentary Films Competition included five movies, two of
which were from Lebanese directors with one from each of Turkey,
Iran and France. The prize for Best
Documentary was awarded to “No
Place for Tears” by Turkish director Reyan Tuvi about the war in the
Syrian city of Kobane.
The Short Films category was the
most competitive with 18 movies
by directors from Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, Turkey,
Iran, Syria and the Palestinian territories.

BIFF featured 16
international feature
films, 18 Middle
Eastern short films
and five
documentaries
about the region.
Best Short Film award went to “A
Girl in the Room” by Iranian Karim
Lakzadeh about an elderly man
whose daughter visits him after
25 years in Germany; Second Best
Short Film went to “Passenger”
by Turkey’s Cem Ozay; and Third
Best Short Film to “The Guy Came
on Horseback” by Iranian director
Hossein Rabiei Dastjerdi.
The Jury Special prize for a Short
Film was given to “The Bliss of Being No One” by Saudi director Bader Alhomoud, while the Audience
Vote for Best Feature Film went to
“I Am Not Your Negro” by Haitian
director Raoul Peck.
American director Jonathan Nossiter and Argentinian director and
screenwriter Santiago Amigorena
were co-chairmen of the BIFF jury,
which also included Lebanese director Ziad Doueiri and French actress Vahina Giocante.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

unshots resound and
shards of glass crackle
beneath combat boots
in the opening scenes
of “MOSUL” by French
film-maker Olivier Sarbil. The documentary follows Iraqi US-trained
special forces fighters, formerly
known as the Golden Division,
leading the fight against the Islamic
State (ISIS).
Filming took place over a sixmonth period with Sarbil spending
four to six weeks at a time in Iraq.
The film’s lead task, as discussed
by Sarbil at a London screening,
was to humanise the men on the
front lines whose efforts are too often dismissed, demonised or taken
for granted. The footage and skilful
editing allow the film to supersede
mainstream depictions of “heroic”
and “fearless” men and reveals a
murkier face of liberation in Mosul.
Behind the involvement of every
Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) recruit
the film introduces, there is a different motive. Anger, terrorism, national pride and a thirst for revenge
are factors activating their desire to
fight as they reveal on camera. The
same men are fathers, brothers and
friends to one another.
On the battlefield, their responsibility to manoeuvre high-risk
chess moves is never without lifechanging consequences. At least
40% of the group of men Sarbil
was embedded with were injured
or killed. Viewers familiar with Iraq
are aware of the compensation that
will be awarded to their families
but the payouts cannot resurrect
the thousands of young men who
have died.
Whether these men are offered
up by their own government as sacrificial lambs is an impossible question to duck. This is especially true
when the portrait of war depicted
spoke to the shrinking support
Baghdad-aligned forces received.
The cause of national liberation
is not to be mocked but, when the
situation has in large part been created by the very powers promising
salvation, we must ask whose blood
must spill to rectify their mistakes?
Fighters are not alone in paying
for the political failures of Iraq’s
post-2003 state.
Although they only feature intermittently, civilians are those hardest hit by the ugliness of war, as
the film communicates in several
scenes. Early on, a woman trembles with fear after she and her
family retreat to a house seized by
ISF forces. Holding the white flag,
the woman thanks the soldiers
but her involuntary demeanour
represents the distrust of all sides
involved in the war.

Boys heard on screen exude a
similar mistrust but wore their confidence like armour when threatened by the film’s protagonists,
who repeatedly accused young Iraqis of harbouring ISIS fighters.
These scenes inject balance on
screen by contrasting the experiences of combatants and non-combatants.
However dissimilar their experiences, both sides fall into an unbroken cycle of revenge, spun for
14 years. A lifetime of war has produced a reservoir of angry young
male fighters but, more dangerously, fighters with unquenchable appetites for violence. Sarbil’s
documentary offers a glimpse of
their addiction to this and more and
more bloodletting.
One fighter, Hussein, expressed
joy at the sight of the human trophies he had killed and collected
snapshots of. In times of boredom,
Hussein scrolls through the images and maintains a tally of those
he has killed. Such mundane activities, Hussein claims, help him
maintain focus on the task at hand.

The film teaches
that wars aren’t lost
or won; they are a
series of chess
moves that can
easily go belly up.
This taps into the psychological
toll of combat, a subject the media
industry is less interested in. The
film’s success in teasing out these
themes, however, lends it credibility for broadening the lens of viewers. Its greatest accomplishment
has been shattering the simple dichotomy between good and evil
that Hollywood films are made of.
By disengaging with prevalent
political outlooks, the film teaches
that wars aren’t lost or won; they
are a series of chess moves that
can easily go belly up. Equally, it
reminds us there aren’t any agreed
versions of the past.
One element of the production
should lead to question the role of
film-makers. Have Sarbil and the
likes become unwitting actors in
their own dramas? Floods of funds
have been invested in this production and English group Massive
Attack composed the score for the
documentary. Will any of the proceeds reach Malawis or any Iraqis
displaced in the fight against ISIS?
The lack of answers to these
questions may leave a bitter taste
for people whose countries and
struggles have become a resource
for profit and entertainment.
Nazli Tarzi is an independent journalist, whose writings and films
focus on Iraq’s ancient history and
contemporary political scene.

Broader lenses. Documentary filmmaker Olivier Sarbil (L) receives
the “Best Video Image” award for his work “MOSUL” during the
closing ceremony of the 2017 Bayeux-Calvados Awards for war
correspondents in Bayeux in north-western France, on October 7. (AFP)
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Arab creativity in
the limelight at
Beirut’s catwalk shows
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

n an exquisite display of colours, fabrics and embroidery,
the “Designers and Brands”
catwalk shows celebrated rising and well-established Arab
fashion designers in addition to
creators from Turkey and France
over three days in Beirut.
Taking place at the Grand Ballroom of the Four Seasons Hotel,
the event showcased 29 “backto-back” fashion shows featuring
designers and brands from nine
countries.
Johnny Fadlallah, director of
the organising company L.I.P.S.
Management, described the large
gathering of designers over a short
period of time as “a new innovative formula” in the fashion show
business.
“It is not a fashion week or a
regular show but it is a pioneering fashion project that gives designers the opportunity to be the
heroes of their own activity. We
provide them with a sumptuous
venue and large public relations
and media exposure and give them
the possibility to invite their own
audience under their own brand
name,” Fadlallah said.
There are no criteria for participation or selection. Once the
project was announced, designers
could apply online. A participation
fee of $300 per outfit presented
on the catwalk was charged by
L.I.P.S., which provided the models.
“I am not here to judge who is
good and who is not,” Fadlallah
said. “All designers are welcome.
We have young talents and very
well-established fashion designers. It is an open platform to give
exposure to every person who

wants to advertise himself, have
his show in the most elegant way.”
Designers from the United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait, Iraq, Tunisia,
Syria, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon,
France and Turkey presented at
least ten pieces from their new
collections, including evening and
wedding dresses, trendy outfits,
accessories and lingerie.
Iraqi designer Zead al-Athary’s
collection inspiration from Iraq’s
heritage was reflected in traditional embroidery and striking
gold and black used for his evening dresses. Glittering crowns and
golden and copper accessories specially prepared for the show completed the outfits.
“In previous collections the designs were mainly inspired from
Iraqi folklore that reflected Iraqi
history and culture,” Athary said.
“This new collection is different in
the sense that it is a mixture of Iraqi
heritage, haute couture and modern designs. All the dresses have
beading and embroidery, a feature
of traditional Iraqi dresses.”
“The organisers gave us the opportunity as young Arab designers
to present our designs in a professional and high standard way. Presenting in Beirut is an important
step towards international exposure for Arab designers,” added
Athary, who had participated in
two previous fashion events organised by L.I.P.S. in the Lebanese

Designers from the
UAE, Kuwait, Iraq,
Tunisia, Syria, Saudi
Arabia, Lebanon,
France and Turkey
presented new
collections.

capital.
Unlike Athary, his compatriot
Zahraa al-Rubaie was a first-timer
in Beirut, where she launched her
“Orchid Collection” of haute couture and evening gowns inspired
by the tropical flower.
“I have already participated in
fashion shows in Bahrain and Cairo but it is the first time in Beirut,”
said the 23-year-old designer, who
has her own brand boutique “Azure” in Baghdad. “I hope that my
designs will be well received here.
Beirut is always a big test for rising
designers and a platform for international exposure.”
Well-established Saudi designer
Amina al-Jassim’s ten-piece collection of luxury evening gowns and
a wedding dress drew applause
from the audience. Jassim chose
to dress her models with the finest
fabrics, such as tulle and satin,
and a wide colour palette, including brown, red, blue, green
and beige in addition to black.
“I have been participating
in Beirut fashion shows for
the past 16 years. I like to
be here mostly because in
Lebanon the events are
widely covered by the
media, which is very important for designers to
become known. It is the
best place for a designer to
get exposure,” she said.
Lebanon’s Reem Kachmar’s conceptual collection of 12 evening
gowns and one bridal dress were
inspired by women’s paintings of
Austrian artist Gustav Klimt. The
mixing of rich fabrics and embroidery reflected a blend of East and
West, she said.
Creations by Syrian designer
Manal Ajaj brought “antiquity
fashion” back to the catwalk. Her
collection “Jasmin Goddess” was
inspired by ancient figures, including Atargatis, the chief god-

Talent on the runway. Dress by Lebanese designer Elie Bejjani. (L.I.P.S)
dess of northern Syria in classical
antiquity; Julia Domna, the wife of
Roman Caesar Septimius Severus;
and Queen Zenobia, the ancient
ruler of Palmyra.
Lebanese designer Jane Konsol
presented her new line of lingerie,
including baby doll dresses, corsets and brassieres.
Thrilled by the obvious success
of the inaugural event, Fadlallah,

whose company won the Golden
Star award of quality for the section of event management and
fashion in Geneva, said the second
edition of the event is scheduled
for March 2018.
“We have just announced it and
we are already fully booked. I believe we have reaffirmed Beirut’s
status as the capital of Arab fashion,” he added.

Historic Cairo bookshop struggles to cope with changing times
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

A

s it marks 89 years
since its establishment,
Cairo’s Anglo-Egyptian
Bookshop finds itself
struggling in a different

world.
When it opened its doors in 1928,
the bookshop was the first of its
kind in the whole Arab region.
“This was the first bookshop in
the region to import foreign books
from England and other European
countries,” said Fadi Emir Greis, a
grandchild of the bookshop founder and now its owner. “Foreign culture was much in demand then.”
At the time, Egypt was occupied
by the British, and the British expatriates living in the country, along
with Egypt’s Anglophile cultural
elite, wanted a bookstore to cater to
their needs.
Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop founder Sobhi Greis had just finished high
school when he decided to start
this business but he saw a niche in
the market. He started importing
books from England and other European countries and quickly made
his fortune.
Apart from wealth, Greis turned
his bookshop into a mecca for
Egypt’s and the Arab world’s most
important cultural and political figures. His clients included Egyptian
poet Ahmed Shawqi, Egyptian cul-

tural renaissance figure Taha Hussein and Nobel Literature Laureate
Naguib Mahfouz.
For years, Greis and his bookstore
provided writers, poets and intellectuals with a window into the
Western world.
“These were times when everything was different: The culture,
the people and economic conditions, too,” Fadi Emir Greis said.
“There was huge demand for English-language books that enabled
my grandfather and my father after
him to make a big name.”
Fadi Emir Greis inherited the
bookshop from his grandfather and
his father but not their fortunes.
Demand for foreign-language books
declined, just as demand for books
in print in general has dropped.
Sitting in bookstore, surrounded
by books — the Anglo-Egyptian
Bookshop has approximately 40,000
in stock — Fadi Emir Greis said he
eyes the future with concern.
When they took over, Fadi and
his younger brother, Kareem, were
keen to keep the place as is. The
almost-century-old floor and ceiling of the bookshop are the same
as their grandfather built them, the
shelves are untouched.
The Anglo-Egyptian bookshop is
divided into three levels, including a basement where thousands
of important Arabic language books
are kept. Foreign books in all fields
can be found on the ground floor
and the top floor of the bookshop
is dedicated to meetings and study.

Changing times. Fadi Emir Greis, co-owner of the Anglo-Egyptian
Bookshop. 						 (Amr Emam)
Linking the ground floor with the
basement is a creaky ancient wooden staircase. The journey from the
ground floor to the basement is like
a journey back in time, between
two different cultures or two different worlds.
The brothers said they were

aware they were seeking to preserve
a great legacy, although it is a less
fortunate legacy than that enjoyed
by their father and grandfather.
“This bookshop was the only
destination for researchers, men of
letters and booklovers throughout
most of the 20th century,” Kareem

Greis said. “But things are changing
dramatically.”
The internet is killing the book
industry and in Egypt, which suffers massive post-revolutionary
economic hardships, few people are
ready to scrap their basic needs to
buy books. Most of the books can be
pirated online, which is further suffocating bookselling as a business.
A decision by the Egyptian central bank to free float the pound last
year almost doubled the exchange
rate of the US dollar and, consequently, the prices of imported
books.
But the Greis brothers said they
are not ready to stand idly by and
watch the cultural empire built by
their grandfather and father crumble. They are seeking ways to reinvent the Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop,
including uploading books online
and offering readers the chance to
peruse their entire online back catalogue for a small fee.
They are beginning a new initiative to encourage people to read
out-of-print books — reprinting editions for a new audience. In addition to this, a department offering
home deliveries will seek to take advantage of the online phenomenon.
“The world is changing and we
must change with it,” Fadi Emir
Greis said. “We have inherited a
precious centre of culture from
our grandfather and father but
it needs to be presented to the
world in a new light or it can be
forgotten forever.”
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Agenda
Erfoud:
Through October 31
The Moroccan Erfoud region is
famous for its date palms. Every
year after harvest, local tribesmen come together for a festival
during which they play traditional music, perform Berber
dances and exhibit local cuisine.
There is also horse racing.
London:
Through November 5

Bab Bou Jeloud in the Moroccan city of Fez.										

(Saad Guerraoui)

In Morocco’s imperial city
of Fez, magic fills the air

The Nour Festival of Arts highlights contemporary Middle
Eastern and North African arts
and culture in venues across
Kensington and Chelsea in London. The festival features exhibitions, music, cinema, food,
talks and dance performances.
Beirut:
Through December 28
Events associated with Sursock
Museum Late Nights take place
noon-9pm each Thursday at the
Sursock Museum. The events
include exhibitions, collection
displays, late-night talks, performances and screenings.

Saad Guerraoui

Dubai:
Through December 31

Fez

“La Perle” features 65 artists
performing amazing stunts and
aerial antics above an on-stage
pool filled with 2.7 million litres
of water in a state-of-the-art,
custom-built theatre. The show
takes place at Al Habtoor City.

T

he Moroccan imperial city
of Fez is a treasure trove
of history, culture and science.
As soon as visitors view
the towering Bab Bou Jeloud — “The
Blue Gate of Fez” — they feel captivated by the medieval city’s magical
past. The smoke of freshly barbecued meat fills the air and golden
samosas made with almond draw
tourists to taste authentic Moroccan pastries, which can be savoured
with a freshly brewed mint tea.
Walking down Talaa Sghira street,
the Bou Inania Madrasa is unmissable. Founded in the 14th century by
Abu Inan Faris during the Marinid
rule, the madrasa was both a school
and mosque. Its architecture reflected the Marinids’ construction grandeur and attention to details. Stucco
adorns the arches and niches and
the wood is carved with complex
patterns of stars. Its minaret can be
seen from the Bab Bou Jeloud.
The narrow alleys of the medina
take visitors away from the hectic
suburban life. Shops compete for
customers with their range of products, such as leather bags and jackets, slippers, woven shopping bags,
fine embroidery, traditional male
and female dress for festive occasions, spices, homemade sweets,
dried meat and fruit, honey, carpets,
pottery and souvenirs. Haggling is a
must as prices differ from one shop
to another.
As I headed to the city’s largest and oldest tannery, I was
abruptly stopped by a man in his
50s asking me to visit his shop. At
first, I thought he was a conman
but I was wrong. Abdelouahab
Abou Rachid is a craftsman at a
fabric-manufacturing shop.

Dubai:
November 1-April 7

The Bou Inania Madrasa in the city of Fez. 					
As soon as I walked up the narrow stairs, which can be a nightmare
for claustrophobics, I started photographing history. Three sweating craftsmen were making fabric
on traditional machines. Wearing
sleeveless shirts on a very hot day,
their toned muscles were a clear reflection of their physically demanding job.
The shop was built in 1373 and
was restored five years ago.
“We produce various traditional
fabrics for djellabas and curtains,”
said shop owner El Ouarti Abdelilah.
“We make up to two djellaba fabrics,
if we work very hard. We are struggling to survive in the face of modern technology and [products] made
in China,” he sighed.
A few metres away sits Fondouk
Kaat Smen — “The Butter Market.”
The Fondouk, which dates to the

Workers soak the hides of sheep at the Chouara leather tannery in Fez.

17th century, is home to the finest butter, Khlea (dried meat) and
honey. In the past, merchants would
pack products in large clay jars,
preserving their flavours. The blue
plastic barrels now used are an indication of how local traditions are
being modernised.

The narrow alleys
of the medina take
visitors away from
the hectic
suburban life.
The making of dried meat has persevered throughout generations at
some shops. Abdel Aali Bencheikh’s
is one of them. “We’ve been here
for 50 years. I inherited this job
from my father,” said Bencheikh,

(Saad Guerraoui)

Global Village is a large seasonal
cultural event that offers visitors
an array of festivals, shopping
and entertainment in an openair theme park. This entertainment and shopping destination
involves more than 70 participating countries presented in
more than 36 pavilions. Participants can enjoy more than 50
rides and 26 restaurants offering
food from around the world.
(Saad Guerraoui)

who sells a kilo of dried meat for
100 Moroccan dirhams ($10).
He took me to the adjacent shop
to show off the types of honey he
also sells.
“Every type of honey can cure a
disease, from kidney failures to a
sore throat,” he said, referring to the
Quranic verse: “From inside them
comes a drink of varying colours,
containing healing for mankind.”
I headed to Zaouia Moulay Idriss
II at the Green March Square to rest
after a long walk. The Zaouia, which
was built by the Marinids around
1440, bears the name of the founder
of Fez.
Hundreds of Muslim visitors journey to the mausoleum every day in
the hope of seeking good fortune
and a trouble-free life. Some women
reportedly visit it with the intention
of becoming fertile.
“Visitors light the candles in the
hope of making their wishes come
true and lighten their paths,” said
Youssef Agouti, one of the guardians
of the mausoleum.
Non-Muslim visitors are not allowed in but take pictures from the
entrance.
When I reached the colourful
Chouara tannery, I had to walk up to
the terrace of a leather shop to have
the perfect view of it.
The first thing that caught my attention was the strong smell coming out of a string of stone vessels
filled with dyes and various liquids.
It was midday in a scorching heat
and workers were soaking the hides
of cows, camels, sheep and goats to
turn them into high-quality leather
products. The process is long and
physically demanding. Once the
leather is dyed, it is laid on covers to
dry under the sun.

Tunis:
November 4-11
The Carthage Film Festival is
an annual event that showcases
films from the Maghreb, Africa
and the Middle East. In its 28th
edition this year, the festival
will take place in Tunis and
other parts of Tunisia over eight
days. A parallel programme
includes world cinema projections, seminars, debates and
meetings.
Beirut:
November 16-18
The seventh Beirut Cooking Festival is to take place at the Biel
Pavillon Royal. The event brings
together the best in cuisine,
wines, beer and spirits. Celebrity chefs will be on hand to meet
people and share recipes, entertaining dishes, cocktail courses
and new trends in cooking.
Algiers:
December 1-8
The eighth Algiers International Film Festival takes place
in El Mouggar Theatre and
the Cinematheque of Algiers.
Documentaries and fiction films
are scheduled in an event that
brings together independent
movie producers from all over
the world.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

